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Voters have
hundreds of
offices to fill

•

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
From Congress to city council to
Cpunty coroner, Kentucky voters
will fill hundreds of elective positions today, even if less than a
majority of them make it to the
polls.
The candidates at the top of the
ballot took different approaches on
the last day of the campaign.
Republican incumbent Sen.
Mitch McConnell took to the skies
with a flyaround Monday, hitting
eight media markets, from Hazard
to Paducah. Democrat Lois Combs
Weinberg stayed on the ground and
on the phones, giving interviews in
Lexington and walking a precinct
late in the day.
Congressional candidates locked
in tight races hit the streets Monday.
Third District Republican Anne
Northup, trying to build on the
momentum of a visit from President
Bush last Friday, worked , the,
precincts in Jefferson County.
Democrat Jack Conway was trying
to persuade Democrats, whose votes
have given the seat to Northup in
her three terms, to return to their
roots and vote for him.
Fourth District Democrat .Ken
Lucas tried to touch the young and
old, visiting new voters at a high
school and senior citizens, as well as
getting an endorsement from a law
enforcement union. Geoff Davis
zipped to senior citizen centers in
the population centers of northern
Kentucky.
The other four incumbent members of Congress had re-election
opponents, at least technically. Even
without a Democrat on the ballot,
6th District Rep. Ernie Fletcher was
going to spend about $1 million for
re-election, perhaps with an eye
toward his planned gubernatorial
campaign next year.

Secretary of State John Y. Brown
III predicted that perhaps 40 percent
of the nearly 2.65 million registered
voters would cast ballots Tuesday,
down slightly even from the usual
low turnout for midterm elections.
Rain forecast for most of the state
could further depress voter enthusiasm for getting out to the polls.
The airwaves were jammed with
commercials for candidates and
campaigns, but were dominated by
those flush with cash. One of the most noticeable was
the corporate push to pass a constitutional amendment, designated No.
2, to eliminate 11 sections that deal
with corporate structure and governance.
The other constitutional amendment on the ballot would ratify the
family court system already in place
in some 26 counties.
The races that will have the most
immediate impact were for the state
Senate, where Republicans were
trying to build on their tenuous 2018 numerical majority. Nineteen
seats were on the ballot, but only 12
were contested, including re-election efforts by Bob Leeper in
Paducah and Dan Scum in
Louisville, the two former
Democrats whose registration
changes gave the GOP its majority
in 1999.
All 100 seats in the Kentucky
House of Representatives were also
to be filled, though the 66-34
Democratic majority was not seriously threatened.
The General Assembly that gets
sworn in for the January 2003 session will have to decide whether to
craft a state budget for as little as 15
months. A disagreement over
whether to include money for
gubernatorial campaign financing
stymied a budget during sessions
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Jackson eyes
$10M for
industrial
park project

Morning Exercise

Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Sen. Bob
Jackson, D-Murray, announced
Monday that he will seek $10 million in state funding for the
Purchase Regional Industrial Park
in Graves County.
"We've
staked out a
bold vision to
create
thousands of good,
new jobs in our
region,"
he
said. -These
efforts could
help transform
the economic
landscape of
Jackson
western
Kentucky, especially if we get
strong backing from the state."
Jackson said he's preparing legislation that would direct $10 million from Kentucky's share of the
national tobacco settlement to the
industrial park over the next two
years.
"'Mere is no better use for the
tobacco settlement funds than using
them for economic development
purposes in rural Kentucky,"
Jackson said. "We will ask that
these monies be taken off of the top
of the tobacco settlement funds
before any other allocations are
made.
"The industrial park is a key to
future economic development for
this entire region," he said. "If we
lure a mega-plant or a car-maker
like Toyota, it would spin off thousands of other jobs and create manufacturing plants for every county
in this region."
Lawmakers
will
consider
Jackson's legislation when the
resume discussions on the state's
next two-year budget.
"We've lost too many jobs in this
region over the past'two years,"
Jackson said. "We can't let that go
unanswered. That's why so many
local and state leaders are working
on a comprehensive plant to take
full advantage of the untapped
potential in far western Kentucky.
"I applaud the vision and dedication of the Purchase Regional
Industrial Authority Board, our
mayors, judge-executives, legislators,
the
Purchase
Area
Development District and many
others," he said."They have worked
hard to option property and find
state, federal and other funding.
Now it is time to begin the process
of fully funding this initiative.
"My legislative colleagues and I

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

EXERCISING HER RIGHT ... June Pritchett of Dexter exits the voting booth this morning at
the Dexter Community Center after casting her ballots for today's General Election. At right
is polling place judge Justice Fortenberry. Polls in Kentucky opened at 6 a.m. and will close
at 6 p.m. Numerous local offices are on the ballot, as well as First District Congressman and
U.S. Senator. Check Wednesday's Ledger & Times for complete local election results.

County Clerk office
ready for big day today
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The County Courthouse was buzzing with activity Monday surrounding today's general election.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said the office has
gone to great lengths to prepare poll workers, answer
questions and try to keep everything running as
smoothly as possible for today's election.
Coursey said 112 poll workers trained at election
school Friday and one worker. One policy he said
was being stressed this year was allowing voters to
view a sample ballot before they enter the booth.
"It is quite a long ballot and there is the 2 minute
law," Coursey said, noting the state law where voters
have a time limit in the booth. Keeping that in mind,
he said with the two constitutional amendments on
the ballot, the voters might be stumped for time.
"By the time a person stands and reads both of
them, that could eat up a lot of time," Coursey said.
The clerk's office is also finishing up absentee
ballots. Coursey said since the absentee machine
opened in October, 250 people had come in to vote.

He also said another 125 were mailed out to those
who could not come into the office.
The clerk's office has also been busy answering
calls on where to vote.
Coursey said he didn't think today's rainy weather would have too much of an affect on voter turnout.
"The number I have been told is probably in the
range of 4,500(voters)," he said. "I think the weather will get the marginal voters. Those who know candidates that are running, it doesn't matter if it is
snowing."
Several key races are on the ballot, including races
for U.S. Senate between incumbent Republican
Mitch McConnell and Democrat Lois Combs
Weinberg, and the U.S. Congressional seat for the
First District between GOP incumbent Ed Whitfield
and Democratic challenger Klint Alexander, plus two
state constitutional amendments.
Other races of note on the local side include a
bipartisan race for sheriff between Democrat Larry

II See Page 2
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Murray schools 'scrimmaging'for CATS test

JOE MAL. The Daily News/AP Photo

DRUMMING UP SUPPORT ... Republican incumbent Sen. Mitch
McConnell, center. R-Ky., talks with Osi Onyekwuluje, left,
Monday on a campaign stop at the Bowling Green/Warren
County Regional Airport, Ky. Kentucky State Sen. Brett Guthrie,
far right, and McConnell's wife. Labor Secretary Elaine Chao,
talk in the background.

Murray, KY 42071
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Special to the Ledger
Just as sports teams have scrimmages with opponents to test out
their abilities before the season
starts, the Murray City Schools will
have a scrimmage to prepare students for the important Spring 2003
Commonwealth
Accountability
Testing System (CATS), which
includes the Kentucky Core Content
Test(KCCT).
And just as coaches analyze the
videotape from scrimmage games to
identify weaknesses, teachers and
administrators will be analyzing the
scrimmage test data to identify gaps

in students' achievement.
tests will include multiple choice
In addition, this activity will pro- and open-response questions.
vide students the opportunity to
While the use of scrimmage testdemonstrate and apply their knowl- ing as an evaluation tool is new to
edge and to receive feedback on the Murray Independent School
their performance. As a result of District, our schools have always
reviewing student responses on the looked carefully at test data to help
scrimmage, teachers will also identi- plan instruction. Senate Bill 168,
fy implications for curriculum and passed by the Kentucky legislature
instruction.
earlier this year, now requires
The week of Nov. 4, students in schools to concentrate on reduction
grades 4 through 12 will take scrim- in achievement gaps. By January,
tests in as close to a real-life the councils in each school must
teSiing situation as feasible. Just like develop a plan for addressing those
the Kentucky Core Content Test gaps in achievement and present it
given in the spring, the scrimmage formally to the Murray Board of

www.murrayledger.com

Education.
"I think the spirit of the Senate
Bill is very positive," said Murray
Schools' Superintendent Dale Reid.
"The state is providing us with a lot
of additional data, and that helps us
make decisions and develop ways to
close these achievement gaps. The
Murray City School System has
made a district-wide commitment
for the use of scrimmage testing
next week. Our principals, teachers,
and administrators have rallied
together to implement this and other
strategies that we feel will move the
district to Proficiency by 2014."

270.753.1916

WEATHER
L HIGH:

Rain

A53
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V44

Tonight...
Cloudy.
Wednesday...
Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the
lower 50s.
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Stocks rally ahead of Election Day
By AMY BALDWIN
AP Business Wnter
NEW YORK (AP) — While
political candidates bang the drum
for last-minute votes, the stock market has had a rally of its own. The
way many investors see it, Wall
Street can only win on Election Day.
If the Republican Party gains
control of both houses of Congress
in today's election, it would be a
boon to most business sectors, especially tobacco, pharmaceuticals and
defense, and companies and the
wealthy could expect more tax
breaks.
"Everyone is saying, 'That is
great. They will take care of all of
our business problems. We will
worry about social issues later,"
said Arthur Hogan, chief market
analyst for Jefferies & Co.
If voters reaffirm the status quo,
with Republicans in control of the
House and a Democrat-run Senate,
the standoff likely would keep any
radical reforms from being passed.
"The markets, frankly, would

•Jackson ...
From Front
will work together during the
upcoming legislative session to
address the funding for this regional
priority."
Jackson represents Kentucky's
1st Senate District, comprised of
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Lyon and Trigg counties.

Correction
City Council candidate Mark
Randall was misidentified in an article Monday regarding today's city
council election.
Randall is campus minister for
Murray State University's Chi
Alpha Christian fellowship. The
group is not a fraternity.
The Ledger regrets any confusion.

probably be happiest if we continued in the state of deadlock with one
party controlling one chamber and
another party controlling the other,"
said Charles G. Crane, strategist for
Victory SBSF Capital Management.
While surprisingly strong earnings played a role, a perceived
improvement in Republican chances
helped make October a winner for
Wall Street. The Dow Jones industrial average rose 10.6 percent last
month, its best October since 1982,
when it gained 10.7 percent and its
best month since January 1987,
when it climbed 13.8 percent. The
Nasdaq composite index rose 13.5
percent for the month, and the
Standard & Poor's 500 index
advanced 8.7 percent.
While the entire market has been
enjoying a nice ride, the fact that
some companies' stocks have done
well, despite negative earnings
reports, indicates expectations of a
Republican victory could be at play.
Drug maker Wyeth rose 6 percent
in October, despite reporting that its

profits missed forecasts by 5 cents a lisher of the Stock Trader's
share. While many factors can con- Almanac, stocks have rallied after
tribute to changes in any single previous midterm elections in which
stock, a Republican congress in con- the president's party either wins
sidered less likely. to pass price con- control of the House or loses no
trol legislation or other reforms that more than 8 percent of its seats. The
could affect drugmakers' profits.
Almanac doesn't track the Senate,
With razor-thin margins in pre- because the House election is bigger
election polls in several states, and thus a better gauge of
Republicans are hardly assured of Americans' political sentiment,
the key gains they hope to make according to Hirsch.
Tuesday. If Democrats hold their
In those cases, the Dow has
own, Wall Street will still be happy. gained an average 6.2 percent
"The market, and the people, like through the end of the year.
balance," said Dan Ascani, editor of
In all other instances, the index
the newsletter, "Profits Without has dropped an average 1 percent.
Borders."
Perhaps the worst scenario: an
For example, this year Congress election remains clouded in doubt.
was unable to pass stricter punish- As investors learned in 2000, when
ments for corporate accounting a nearly dead-even presidential race
malfeasance — despite all the calls stumped the nation for weeks, the
for reform in the wake of scandals market wavered.
involving such companies as Enron
"The big risk for the market is
and WorldCom. The Democrat-con- that we might not have a result (for
trolled Senate and Republican-con- the Senate), and that this uncertainty
trolled House were not able to agree lingers until December," said Chuck
on details of the legislation.
Gabriel, senior Washington analyst
According to Jeff Hirsch, pub- for Prudential Securities.

PoliceFireLog
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Angela D. WalkerT 36, 613 Ponertown Road #5, Murray, was arrested Friday and charged with harassing communications. Walker was
released from the Calloway County Jail on $1,000 unsecured bond.
• Jason D. Ryiee, 22, Hardin, was arrested Saturday on charges of
auto theft; two charges of fleeing and evading; manufacturing methamphetamine; possessing anhydrous ammonia outside of an approved
container; possession of drug paraphernalia; and speeding. He is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail on $30,000 cash only bond,
Murray Police Department
• A vehicle driven by Shelle Nance, 17, Murray, was struck on the driver's side at the intersection of 13th and Poplar streets by a vehicle driven by Paul Fogle, 23, Murray. A report from the MPD stated that Nance,
who was nine months pregnant, was taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by ambulance, but a spokesperson forthe hospital said
there was no record of Nance being treated there.
• Yoon Lee, 40, and Kyunghee Kang, 39, both of Murray, were treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Monday morning after their vehicle was rear-ended on Main Street by a vehicle driven
by Ronnie Hines Jr., 32. Hines was not seen at the hospital.
Murray Fire Department
• Three trucks and 12 firefighters responded to a report of an equipment fire at Kenlake Foods Monday at 2:36 p.m. The fire, which was
caused by the excess heat of leftover oils in a roaster, extinguished itself
before firefighters arrived.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Uranium-processing company has
concerns about proposed plant
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
only company in the country that
enriches uranium for nuclear power
plants said Monday that an enrichment plant proposed by a consortium of companies could create a
glut in the U.S. uranium supply.
USEC Inc. said in a letter to the
U.S.
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission that it should consider
national security concerns before
licensing the plant. USEC plans to
build its own second enrichment
plant using new uranium conversion
technology in either Kentucky or
Ohio.
A consortium of U.S. and
European
companies,
called
Louisiana Energy Services, is seek-

ing permission from the NRC to
build an enrichment plant at either
the former Tennessee Valley
Authority property in Hartsville,
Tenn., and a site near Hollywood,
Ala.
It hopes to secure a NRC license
by 2004 and have the plant operating by 2007.
USEC argued that the consortium
would likely be owned predominantly by foreign entities, and the
United States should not be dependent on foreign energy sources.
The consortium's plant could
cause an oversupply of uranium in
the domestic market because the
United States already has agreed to
continue buying uranium fuel from

Russia that is recycled from old
bombs. USEC said. Under the program, USEC buys the fuel and sells
it to U.S. utilities.
USEC, based in Bethesda, Md.,
operates one uranium enrichment
plant in Paducah, Ky., after shutting
down its sister plant last year in
Piketon, Ohio.
Britain-based Urenco is in the
consortium, as are U.S. utilities
Duke Power and Exelon. A
spokesman from Urenco could not
be reached for comment Monday
evening.
Nuclear power supplies about 20
percent of the nation's electricity.
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SEEKING PERFECTION ... Murray State University
Associate Professor of Music Dr. Bradley Almquist
instructs his pupils during Monday's Quad State Choir
rehearsals at Lovett Auditorium. The event involved 250 of
the top high school singers from around the region, which
had been selected from a pool of 500 candidates. The students later performed Requiem, a piece by Gabriel Faure',
during a performance later that night that also involved
performances from the MSU choir and orchestra.

Tenn. lottery foes gather to pray
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Religious opponents to a state lottery prayed and fasted Monday as
Gambling Free Tennessee Alliance
leaders prepared volunteers to pass
out information cards at the polls
Tuesday.
On the other side, state Sen.
Steve Cohen, D-Memphis, stayed
busy pushing for passage of a lottery
that he contends would generate
$300 million a year for education
programs.
"I hope it passes, but if it doesn't,
it's been a grand experience,- said
Cohen, who has pushed for a lottery
for 18 years.
Voters will decide today whether
to lift a constitutional ban on a lottery in Tennessee. Passage would
clear the way for lawmakers to
establish games that would first

II Ready ••

fund college scholarships, then preschool programs and school construction.
The Rev. Charles "Skip"
Armistead, a United Methodist pastor and chairman of Religious
Leaders for a Gambling Free
Tennessee, urged lottery opponents
to pray and fast for 24 hours starting
at 6 a.m. Monday.
He also asked them to distribute
leaflets outside voting places.
"Remember to smile, be polite,
don't get into a debate are thank
people for voting," Armistead wrote
in an e-mail to 4,200 grass-roots
campaign leaders.
"Above all, silently pray for the
life and health of each person who
votes. Yes, we want the defeat of the
lottery, but our ultimate concern
needs to be God's love for them."

•

From Front
Roberts and Republican Don Senf, races in Hazel for mayor and city council, as well as city council races in Murray with 18 candidates.
Coursey also said the precincts have been very cooperative with election
procedures, especially Murray State University.
"I was afraid we would have problems out of Murray precinct No. 6 at
Alexander Hall because of all the construction," Coursey said. "The university has been very cooperative making sure the parking lot stays clear."
Polls are open today until 6 p.m.

II Voters ...
From Front
this year.
In Jefferson County, voters will
choose the people who will have to
operate the new merged government, including the likely choice of
former Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson as the chief executive.
The Lexington mayor's race,
already one of the nastiest on
record, took an ugly turn with

leaflets appearing near a synagogue
accusing Teresa lsaac of antiSemitism. Opponent Scott Crosbie
said his campaign was not responsible and he condemned the action.
Hundreds of mayoral races in
other cities big and small were also
to be decided, along with county
offices and wet-dry elections in
Danville, Junction City and Mercer
County.
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Mrs. Reva Jones, 86, Macon, Ga., formerly of Murray, died Monday, Nov.
4, 2002, at 12:30 p.m. at Bolingreen Nursing Center, Macon, Ga.
She was a member of Liberty United Methodist Church, Macon, and of the
Retired United Methodist Ministers and Spouses Association.
Mrs. Jones was a homemaker and worked beside her husband, the late Rev.
Wilson E. Jones, as he pastored churches in the Jackson District of the
Memphis Conference of United Methodist Churches. They lived in Tennessee
until retirement and then moved to Murray. In 1998 she moved to Maxon to be
with family.
She was married Sept. 25, 1936 to the Rev. Jones who died in June 1989.
Born Sept. 25, 1916, in McCracken County, she was the daughter of the late
Joe Cathey and Lora Beasley Cathey. One brother, Roy Cathey, also preceded
her in death.
Survivors include two sons, Wayne Jones and wife, Anita, Macon, and Hal
Jones and wife, Sally, Las Cruces, N.M.; one sister, Mrs. Mildred Burpoe and
husband, Rev. R.J., Murray; three grandchildren, David Jones and wife, Kelly,
Loganville, Ga., Bryan Jones and wife, Donna, Athens, Ga., and Kristin
Fellows and husband, Mike, Winder, Ga.; two great-grandchildren, Ryan
Jones, Loganville, Ga., and Amber Jones, Athens, Ga.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Sue Labrie McAdoo
Mrs. Sue Labrie McAdoo, 88, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday, Nov. 4, 2002,
at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Retired owner and operator of Paris Tailor Shop for 20 years, she was a
member of Puryear United Methodist Church.
She was married Oct. 10, 1936, to Authur Clifton McAdoo who died Oct.
19, 1976. Born Dec. 25, 1913, in Springville, Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late William Clark Hopkins and Mona Sykes Hopkins. One son, William
Carroll McAdoo, four sisters, Eula McCuiston, Ruth Kirkland, Mary Ludene
Fisher and Mildred Hopkins, and one brother, Cecil Hopkins, all preceded her
in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Jo Ann McAdoo,Puryear; one son, the
Rev. Clifton Paul McAdoo and wife, Anna, Humboldt, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Martha Willene Roberts, Downers Grove, Ill.; two grandchildren, Lisa Batten
and Connie Hill; three great-grandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Ed Montgomery will officiate.
Pallbearers will be William Kirkland, Michael Roberts, Jim Fisher, Dale
Owens Sr., Dale Owens Jr. and Ron Myers. Burial will follow in the
Conyersville Cemetery, Puryear.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8:30 p.m. today (Tuesday)
and from noon until the service on Wednesday.

Lindell Leon Hutson

Ms. Rebecca Loniseitumpbreys
Ms. Rebecca Louise Humphreys, 44, Madison
Polly
Street, Paducah. formerly of Murray, died Sunday,
Nov. 3, 2002, at I a.m. at her home.
A secretary, she was a member of the Church of
Christ.
Her father, Dr. William (Ben) Humphreys, and her
grandparents, W.F. Roberts, Bessie Roberts, John
Tilson and Kathryn Tilson, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Patsy
Humphreys Humphreys, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Barber,
Charlotte, N.C., and Mrs. Emily Sanders, Paducah;
one niece, Kathryn Barber, Cordova, Tenn.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Benton Cemetery.
Ralph Steury will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton. alter II a.m.
Wednesday.

Wesley Cole Stone
Wesley Cole Stone, 88, Mayfield Highway,
Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 3,2002, at 3:10 p.m. at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Retired from national Carbide and Kentucky
Department of Highways, he was a member of
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church and T.L.
Jefferson Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons,
Benton.
He was the son of the late Bill Stone and Cora
Stone
Cole Stone. Three sisters and three brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Stone, to whom he had been
married for 64 years; one son, William I. Stone, Benton; two sisters, Mrs.
Magdalene Wood, Benton, and Mrs. Linda Wray, Mayfield; one brother,
James H. Stone, Empire, Mich.; one grandson, Wesley Scott Stone,
Bartlett, Tenn.; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Robert McKinney and the Rev. Joey
Reed will officiate. Burial will follow in Cole Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Building Fund, 16 Wadesboro Rd., Benton, KY 42025.

Lindell Leon Hutson, 65, Buchanan, Tenn., died Sunday, Nov. 3, 2002, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Retired as a master heavy equipment operator with Robinson Construction
Co., Perryville, Mo., he was a Christian, an Army veteran and a member of Mrs. Elizabeth Dycus
Amvets and American Legion Post 45.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dycus, 83, Kuttawa, died Monday, Nov. 4, 2002, at
Born April 16, 1937, in Dukedom, he was the son of the late Herman Lee 8:05 p.m. at River's Bend Retirement Center. Kuttawa.
Hutson and Ruby June Hedge Hutson McCuiston. Two sisters, Caroline
Lakeland Funeral Home, Eddyville, is in charge of arrangements.
ot, both preceded him in death.
Shephard and Patsy Ann Hutsi
Survivors include his wife, rs. Susan Elizabeth Hostnick Hutson, to
whom he was married Sept. 9, 1995; one daughter, Mrs. Linda Lee Thomas Mrs. Margalee Darnall
The funeral for Mrs. Margalee Darnall was Monday at 1 p.m. in the
and husband, Blue, Lake City, Fla.; one son, Robert Lee Hutson, Fort Myers,
Fla.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Jennifer Kexel, Lake St. Louis, Mo.; one stepson, chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland officiated.
Jeff Davis, Detroit, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Debbie McCuiston Delaney and Burial was in the Benton Cemetery.
husband, Jeff, Murray, Ky., and Mrs. Peggy Sue Hutson Hickox and husband,
Mrs. Darnall, 84 Oaklevel Road, Benton, died Saturday, Nov. 2, 2002,
Frank„ Jacksonville, Fla.; three brothers, Larry McCuiston and special friend
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Sandy Arnold, and Donnie McCuiston and wife, Carol, all of Buchanan, and at -1:35 p.m. at Western
Christ.
of
Church
Benton
of
She was a member
Chris McCuiston and wife, Beverly, Nashville, Tenn.; his father-in-law, Burt
One son, Bobby Darnall, one grandchild, Louis Darnall, and one
Hostnick, Bonita Springs, Fla.; five grandchildren; several nieces, nephews,
aunts and cousins.
brother all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Icy
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at I p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of McGregor and Lola Smith McGregor.
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Craig Pevyhouse will officiate.
Survivors include her husband, Alton Darnall; one sister, Mrs. Hilda
Pallbearers will be Larry McCuiston, Robert Hutson,Chris McCuiston,Jeff
Benton; one brother, Tom McGregor, Paducah; one grandJackson,
Davis, Jeff Delaney, Blue Thomas and Donnie McCuiston. Burial will follow
Mrs. Kathy Chance, Benton; one grandson, Michael Darnall,
daughter,
p.m.
4
at
there
services
graveside
in Clinton Cemetery, Clinton, Ky., with
Hardin.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Jonathan Harris, of 'Lost in Space,' dies at 87
stage persona of "Lost in Space Forever.
LOS ANGELES (AP) Harris also worked with Pixar
classically
a
Jonathan Harris, the flamboyantly
trained British Animation Studios in recent years.
fussy actor who portrayed the dasactor with his supplying the voice of Manny the
tardly, cowardly antagonist Dr.
preying-mantis magician in "A
grandiloquent
sci-fi
1960's
Zachary Smith on the
crisp Bug's Life" and the elderly doll
accent,
show "Lost in Space," has died. He
enunciation and repairman in "Toy Story 2."
was 87.
professorial
Harris died Sunday from a blood
manner.
clot in his heart while receiving
Investments Since 1854
When people
hospital
Encino-area
therapy at an
Harris
would ask him if
for a chronic back problem, family
he was from
spokesman Kevin J. Burns said
England, Harris would confess:
Monday.
Born Jonathan Charasuchin in "'Oh no, my dear, just affected,"
Prices as of 9 AM
the Bronx to Russian-Jewish immi- said Burns, a longtime friend and
grant parents, Harris adopted the director of the 1998 documentary
Chg.
Price
Company

Stock Market
Report

Fans pay tribute to
DJ Jam Master Jay
NEW YORK(AP)-Thousands
of fans lined up beneath the watchful eyes of police Monday night to
pay their last respects to hip-hop
legend Jam Master Jay.
The line stretched for three long
blocks outside the funeral home
where the slain Run-DMC founder
lay in his signature black leather,
gold jewelry and white Adidas

sneakers.
"I grew up listening to them,"
Brooklyn social worker Sharon
Kline said Monday. "I felt like it
was important to pay respects."
Detectives investigating the DJ's
unsolved, execution-style shooting
scanned a crowd of tearful friends
and family and onlookers who were
hoping to spot celebrities.

eall For Your
ehristmas
Session
Now!

'49
1-8x10, 2-5x7 & 8 Wallets
No Session Fee!

Oakwood Studio
e www.oakwoodstudio.com
753-7050
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Doctors, hospitals irked by
insurers' profit increases

Deaths
Ws.Reva Jones

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 5 2002

CINCINNATI (AP) - Sharp pared with net income of $111.5
increases in profits for health insur- million for the Indianapolis-based
ance companies aren't sitting well company during the third quarter of
with doctors and hospital officials 2001.
UnitedHealth's third-quarter net
who say they haven't shared in the
income was up 53 percent to $353
prosperity.
in million, versus $231 million in the
based
Inc.,
Humana
Louisville, Ky.; Anthem Inc.; and third quarter of 2001.
At Humana, the quarterly
UnitedHealth Group all reported
increased profits in the third quar- income was up 20 percent to $52.3
ter. They are dominant health insur- million versus $43.5 million in the
ers in the Cincinnati metropolitan third quarter of 2001.
"We are seeing reports of subarea, where several hospitals have.
closed in recent years or slashed stantial earnings from the major
jobs. Dozens of Cincinnati-area companies who insure our market,"
doctors filed a lawsuit in June said Don Jansen. chief operating
claiming that health care insurers officer at Wellington Orthopedic &
shortchange them on reimburse- Sports Medicine. "Yet our physicians are not realizing any signifiments for medical services.
Insurance company executives cant increases in the reimbursement
said increased profits do not neces- we receive from insurers. I am very
sarily translate into strong profit concerned."
Humana's overall profit margin
margins. But spokesmen for several
health care providers weren't was 2.7 percent for the quarter, said
Jim Eldred, vice president of
swayed by that argument.
"When we're struggling the way finance at Humana's Cincinnati
we are in this community and we . office.
At UnitedHealth, based in'
see profits like this, the only prudent thing to do is ask some ques- Minneapolis, commercial managed
tions," said Lynn Olman, president care plans have been generating sinof the Greater Cincinnati Health gle-digit profit margins, spokesman
Council. "I would think these Mike Strand said.
And, even with a 54 percent
reports would have some employers
in town asking where their premium quarterly gain, Anthem's profit
dollars are going.... It's not the hos- margin remains about 4 percent.
said Michael Smith, chief financial
pitals."
Many employers have been told officer. Increased health premiums
to expect double-digit premium being charged to employers reflect
increases for health benefits in raw increases in health costs,
including rising prices of medi2003.
Anthem, Humana and United cines, new technology and overall.
cover about 900,000 Cincinnati- increases in use of health care serv:
• area residents through hundreds of ices, Smith said.
at
we're
that
argue
"We would
employers.
Anthem said Monday that its the lower end of profit margins in
third-quarter net income increased the health-care economy," Smith
54 percent to $171.2 million, corn- said.

Authorities say Kentucky
woman possibly strangled
VALDOSTA, Ga..(AP) - A results of an autopsy. Yeager said
Kentucky woman found dead in her the woman was seen Thursday night
car in a wooded area off Interstate at a truck stop across the road from.
75 may have been strangled, author- whereher body was discovered. He
said she and her husband, who was
ities said.
Joy Morris, 47, of Madisonville, in Kentucky at the time, operated a
Ky., was found Friday afternoon trucking escort service for wide and
near a motel. Lowndes County sher- oversized loads.
Morris was believed to be returniff's Capt. J.D. Yeager said Monday.
Investigators were awaiting ing to Kentucky from Miami.

At Stone-Lang...hearing care is
more than a profession...
it is a commitment
to excellence!
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•Hearing Aids
•Batteries and Service
A hearing test is quick and easy!
Convenient
Parking Wheelchair
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We Specialize in
100% digital
Completely in Canal
Instruments

Elizabeth Davis

Vicki Oliver

Call Today (270) 753-8055
1-800-949-5728 Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray
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The election
for which
few care
The lowest national voter turnout
occurred in 1942, when only 35.7
percent of eligible voters cast ballots. If estimates are correct, today's
election may rival, or be lower than,
that 60-year-old figure.
If World War
II was not sufficient motivation
to go to the polls,
the current "war
on
terrorism"
may not be,
either.
What
is
wrong with us?
As we battle
Cal's
totalitarian sociThoughts eties and antiBy Cal Thomas democratic
Syndicated
philosophies and
theologies, we
Columnist
should be driven
to vote now,
more than ever. I have voted in
every presidential and "off-year"
election since I was old enough.
Something called "citizenship" —
that was instilled in me by my parents and schools — seems to have
been expelled from contemporary
education and over-stressed modern
life.
Part of the non-participation
problem is that voters perceive
politicians to be insincere and more
interested in their careers than their
country.
There is enough evidence to support such cynicism. Too many
Republicans engage in bidding wars
Iwith Democrats to see who can outspend the other on wasteful and
needless programs. Democrats vote
for higher taxes, bigger government
and more regulation and almost
never speak of personal responsibility. Both parties make promises they
don't mean and won't keep.
On rare occasions when people
write or phone their elected representative, they get a form letter or
rehearsed reply from aides, but little
satisfaction unless it relates to a
minor problem with a government
check.
Reuters last week quoted Curtis
Gans, director of the nonpartisan
Committee for the Study of the
American Electorate, as saying,
"The problem with turnout is motivation. People don't see a reason to
vote. We have a lower level of trust
in our institutions than we have had
since the 1920s, or probably of all
time."
The most disenchantecLare young
people, between 18 and 20, whose

participation has fallen by 40 pel
cent since 1972. Voters 75 and oleic'
are voting at a 20 percent greater
rate since 1964. Those with the lowest incomes and least education also
show sharper declines in turnout.
There are many explanations for
the drop in voter turnout, but one of
them must surely be the lack of passion and candor among politicians
Polls have replaced principles, so
politicians say mostly what their
pollsters tell them the voters want to
hear. The late Sen. Paul Wellstone
has been praised for his candor and
passion, but how many politicians
emulate those qualities? Very few,
because the all-important swing vote
decides based on impressions, not
convictions.
Another reason for the low
turnout is the media, especially television. When issues are reduced to
brief sound bites, politicians learn to
speak in clipped cadences rather
than substantive sentences. Every
effort to increase voter participation
— from "motor voter" registration,
longer polling hours, early voting
and mail ballots — has failed to
achieve its objective.
Politicians seem content to have
only the special interests decide
elections, because they provide the
campaign money. Democracy suffers when so few people vote and so
few decide who will lead us.
This election will determine who
controls the Senate. Senators will
decide who gets to be a federal
judge. The judges — whether they
read or rewrite our Constitution —
will decide issues of life, death and
freedom for decades to come. If that
is not sufficient motivation to vote,
nothing is — and we will, as always,
deserve the crummy leadership we
get.
The excuse for not voting given
to Reuters by Susan Peak of New
Britain, Conn., is pathetic: "I don't
have the time. It's terrible, I know.
I'm not sure it would make any difference if I voted. I'm not stupid —
I have two masters' degrees and I'm
thinking,'What difference does it
make?"
The answer is that it makes no
difference if she doesn't vote
because her voice will not be heard.
Can't we do better than this?

2003 Governor's race off and runnin'

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web www rn bunning@bunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington )

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) _
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181

RR.41

appropriation for partial funding of the 2003 campaigns that also would limit spending.
Patton and the House Democratic majority
of millionaire governors spending huge sums of insist that the campaign finance law be funded in
their own money to be elected and then recouping the budget that has yet to be enacted. So the
that money from contributors who either did busi- impasse continues.
What will the 2003 primary and general elecness with state government or aspired to obtain
tion
be like if we return to the days of unlimited
state contracts.
•
The practice became so obvious and the cam- spending to elect a governor? Our Tennessee
paigns so expensive that a universal repugnance neighbors can show us what lies ahead next year.
Only days before the Nov. 5 gubernatorial
set in-that led legislators — Republicans as well
as Democrats — to craft a system that involved election in Tennessee, the Democratic candidate,
using public money partially to finance primary Phil Bredesen, and Republican candidate, Van
and general election campaigns for governor in Hilleary, had raised and nearly spent a total of $18
exchange for candidates' agreement to limit their million, with some estimating that the final tally
for both campaigns will exceed $20 million —
spending to a strict amount.
Gov. Paul Patton was the first to run under that the most expensive campaign in Tennessee historeformed system when he narrowly defeated ry. Bredesen had raised more than $11 million,$3
Republican Larry Forgy in 1995. The amount million out of his own pocket. Hilleary had
spent that year on primary campaigns and the amassed more than $7.4 million.
Does anyone believe Kentucky next year will
general election was a pittance compared the
be
any different than Tennessee this year without
same campaigns four years before. Patton used
the system when he was re-elected in 1999 to a spending limits and partial public financing? Of
historic second term, although his Republican course not, and all those millions will come from
opponent that year was — well — an embarrass- individuals who will expect — and receive from
the winner — a return on their investments.
ment to the Grand Old Party.
Whatever the faults of campaign finance
Now, however, Republican Party leaders see
2003 as their best chance of oust the Democrats reform in Kentucky and whatever the cost to the
from the Executive Mansion for the first time in taxpayers, they are minor indeed to the consemore than three decades. With U.S. Sen. Mitch quences of selling the Executive Mansion in 2003
McConnell's fundraising machinery available to for $20 million or more.
provide virtually unlimited sums of money for a
Todd Duvall is a writerfor The State Journal
GOP nominee, the Republican Senate majority
refuses to agree to a budget that contains an in Frankfort.

AgreeOrNot

By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — Shortly after the polls close
Tuesday across Kentucky and certainly after the
last concession speech is made hours later, the
attention of a lot of politicians will turn to next
year's general election in which a new governor
will be elected.
In truth, this year's various campaigns
notwithstanding, political figures have been
preparing for the 2003 gubernatorial election for
months now, but the Nov. 5 balloting will mark
the official start of that year-long effort in earnest.
Possible candidates who have exploratory
committees in operation will face the decision
about whether to declare themselves official candidates. They also must come up with a candidate
to run as lieutenant governor on a slate. And they
have to decide how they will finance that campaign next year.
The problem is, of course, that no one knows
how the 2003 gubernatorial election will be
financed at all. The continuing budget impasse
between
the
Democratic
House
of
Representatives and the Republican Senate over
that very subject means that potential candidates
of both political parties are making campaign
plans without an understanding of how they will
pay all the bills for those plans.
Direct all MAIL for Cal Thomas
Kentucky reformed its system of gubernatorial
to: Tribune Media Services, 435 N. campaign financing in the wake of a succession
Michigan Aye, Suite 1500, Chicago,
Ill. 60611. Readers may also leave email at www.calthomas.com.

Our Elected Officials

c)

DONNA McWILLIAM/AP Photo

THE TRAIL WINDS DOWN ... President Bush addresses a crowd in Dallas on the last day of campaigning before today's
midterm elections Bush was in Texas lending last-minute support to Gov. Rick Perry, left, and Senate candidate John Cornyn,
right.

The volunteer life

When Judy Eldredge retired
from a career as a nurse, she could
have taken up a new hobby or
decided to spend her spare time
doing lunch. Instead, she became a
hospice volunteer at MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital.
She still travels, pursues personal interests
and visits with
the grandkids,
but she derives
Main Street special satisfacBy Constance tion from her
work with hosAlexander
Ledger & Times pice that nothing
else duplicates.
Columnist
"I want to
help people,"
she simply says.
"And with hospice, you get a lot
more than you give."
The work of hospice vounteers
is directed mostly at the primary
caregiver, who spends 24n attending to the needs of a loved one with

a terminal condition.
"Sometimes a caregiver — without hospice — doesn't even want to
go out and get the mail," Eldredge
explains."A volunteer can give
respite to the caregiver.
"Recently. I sat with a hospice
patient so a woman could go grocery shopping. You help in simple
ways," she continues,"give someone time to go to the dentist, keep a
doctor's appointment, even get their
hair done."
The team approach of hospice
attends to a range of needs for terminally ill patients, caregivers and
the entire family. There are medical
doctoral nurses; aides who perform
personal tasks like bathing, shaving
and housekeeping; a social worker,
a pharmacist, and a chaplain who
can provide spiritual comfort.
Additional input, such as advice
from a nutrition expert, can also be
accessed through hospice.
Team meetings are scheduled
regularly so that every patient's situation can be assessed and everyone on the team kept up-to-date on
each case.

One of the biggest misconceptions about hospice, according to
Judy, is the faulty assumption that
enrolling in hospice means the
patient is giving up.
"In hospice, you get pain relief,
a patient can be more comfortable
and have a good quality of life,"
she asserts.
"You can be at home," she adds,
"which is naturally more comfortable with the family and loved ones
there. And you're more likely to get
the food you like at home too."
The prospect of being daunting
to some, but love from people, and
a boost to your ego," she admits,
around a patient at the end of life
might be the benefits outnumber
the challenges. "You get their
appreciation as a hospice volunteer.
It's a boost to your ego."
Judy also reveals that she has
learned some simple lessons about
the end of life from her hospice
experience."Sometimes you just
need to listen," she says. "Patients
talk about a lot of things, maybe
about things they are not talking to
the family about. A lot like to remi-

nisce and talk about what they've
accomplished in their lives. A good
volunteer can just be good listener."
November is National Hospice
Month and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is conducting a
two-day educational program this
month for people interested in
being hospice volunteers. Sessions
are scheduled for Nov. 12 and 19,
from 7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Participants need to attend both sessions. There is no fee for the training.
Judy Eldredge emphasizes that
volunteer commitments vary
according to an individual's availability. Judy's schedule, for
instance, is arranged around visits
to grandchildren and her other travels. "There's flexibility," she
remarks. "I was recently gone for
10 days, but we worked around
that."
If you have questions about
becoming ,a hospice volunteer, or if
you want to register for the training, contact MCCH Hospice
Coordinator Jimmie Joyce at(270)
762-1389.
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Got Something To Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor
Send your letter to P.O Box 1040, Murray KY
42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please include
address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE
SIGNED! Letters should be between 250-350 words in length and

we require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves
the right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style.
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
Comments or questions may be directed to Eric Walker, managing editor, at 753-1916,
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Roosevelt's quote gives
hope tor our generation

Jo's
Datebook

You never know where you will find special quotes
from famous persons.
This special —find" was when I opened a recent
box of my breakfast cereal, Kellogg's Raisin Bran.
On the back were quotes from great persons.
One I especially appreciated and felt was so
encouraging for this generation and past and future
generations was by the late United States President
Franklin D. Roosevelt as follows:
"The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will
be our doubts of today. Let us move forward with
strong and active faith."

Special fair Thursday

By'Jo Burkeen
Community
A Craft and Hobby Fair will be Thursday, Nov. 7,
Editor
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of First
Baptist Church. This is open to all interested persons.

Main Street breakfast Thursday
Murray Main Street Board of Directors will have a "Progressive
Preservation & Breakfast on Thursday, Nov. 7, beginning at 7:30 a.m. at
Union Planters Bank (Main Street entrance). Participants may then have
refreshments provided at Don Henry State Farm Insurance, Shane Lee,
Hilliard Lyons Investments. New Life Christian Bookstore and Vintage
Rose Emporium.

Diagnosing Diabetes Wednesday
Tara Shelton RD,LD,CDE of the Center for Diabetes will discuss signs
and symptoms, risk factors, pre-diabetes and much more on Wednesday,
Nov. 6, from 12:30 to 1 p.m. at the Center for Health Wellness classroom.
For information call Allison Lancaster at 762-1832.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure checks, pulse and lipid profiles at Murray Save-A-Lot on
Wednesday, Nov. 6, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.; and at
Baptist Association building at Hardin on Thursday, Nov. 7, from noon to
2 p.m.

WOW reservations due Nov. 12
Woodmen of the World Family Christmas Dinner will be Monday, Dec.
9, at 6 p.m. at Murray State University Curfis Center. The deadline for
reservations is Tuesday, Nov. 12, and may be made by calling Jeanne
Hilbrecht at 767-0186 or Linda Fain at 489-2577.

Holly Berry event Saturday
The Holly Berry Bake Sale and Tearoom will be Saturday, Nov. 9,from
8 to 11 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. A
special promotion for a stained glass nativity will be held with the winner
to be chosen at 10 a.m. during the sale. Tickets are available from members
and the winner does not have to be present to win. Breakfast items will be
served during the sale.

LifeHouse dinner Nov. 16
LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center will have its fund-raising dinner on
Saturday, Nov. 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center
ballroom."In the Potters Hands" will be the theme of the event with Danny
Dalton, potter, as the featured speaker. All interested persons are urged to
attend. Reservations must be made by Wednesday, Nov.6, by contacting the
LifeHouse at 753-0700 or Molly Franklin at 489-2128.

Soccer banquet scheduled
Calloway County High School Soccer banquet will be Sunday, Nov. 10,
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center. Tickets at
$12 each may be purchased Saturday, Nov. 2, from 11 a.m. to noon at the
soccer locker room; or may be purchased in the office of CCHS by calling
Kathy Wilson,753-6042, or Jackie Kennedy,753-8562. The meal is free for
players. The deadline to purchase tickets is Thursday, Nov. 7.

Canasta class at senior center
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will offer a Canasta class at
12:30 a.m. on Nov. 7, 14 and 21, at the center, located in the Parish building of St. Leo Catholic Church. The class is designed as a refresher course.
For more information or to sign up call 753-0929.

Bazaar and bake sale scheduled
The annual Sugar Plum Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale by the Ladies
Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will be Saturday, Nov. 9, from 8 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the Parish Center, 401 North 12th St., Murray. A continental
breakfast and lunch will be available. For more information contact
Marianne, 753-3876. days, or Christine, 753-0391.

CASA Board will meet
The board of CASA (court appointed special advocate) will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 12:45 p.m. at Dutch Essenhaus.

Interagency meeting planned
Calloway County Interagency will meet Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 11:30
a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. Representatives of all helping agencies in the city
and county are urged to attend.

Wyatt will speak at church
Frankie Wyatt of Picayune, Miss., will be guest speaker at Westside
Baptist Church on Wednesday. Nov. 6. at 7 p.m. She will talk about her
experiences as a volunteer coordinator with the IMBSB. This position
involved into teaching English in various schools in China. Wyatt is a sister of Rowina Wilburn of Murray. The public is invited.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 10:30 a.m.
in the Center for Health & Wellness class room. For more information call
Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Soccer banquet Tuesday
Murray High School Boys and Girls Soccer banquet will be tonight,
Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom.
All players, coaches, ball boys and ball girls are admitted free of charge.

The Essential- Day Spa
An

AV E DA

*Massage Therapy
*Body Wraps
*Aromatherapy
*Facials *Sugaring
*Manicures 8E Pedicures

Photo provided

BAZAAR.. Pictured are patrons looking at items at last year's
bazaar of Humane Society of Calloway County. Members are
planning this year's bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 9,from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.

Humane Society plans
bazaar on Saturday

AIM
Books for teen boys listed
One of the problems we run into
is keeping young teens, especially
boys, reading. As their body's
mical antics iunch them headlong into puberty, reading falls
aside in favor of
more flavorful
pastimes.
In years long
past, the librarians used to
shrug and turn
away, figuring
that "boys don't
Library
read
very
News
much."
But
By Ben Graves were not giving
Calloway County up that easily.
Public Library We know that if
Director
we can keep
them reading,
even a little, while they are teens,
they'll usually come hack as adults.
So, what does a young (12-14)
teen-age boy want to read? First,
they need to think that they're reading what the older guys read.
A desperately short attention
span means the story has to boogie
right along. They're visually oriented (it's a gender thing,) so pictures
are a must.
Blood and guts help a lot. Long,
meaningful conversations where
everyone shares their deepest feelings are pretty much the kiss of
death for this crowd. Sex is a real
plus, but it needs to be very delicately handled.
Remember, these are "beardless
youths" who oniy aspire to deep
voices. Too much romance (or too
much skin, for that matter) and they
lose interest.

"Get your Christmas shopping done and make a difference in the lives
of animal friends as the Humane Society of Calloway County sponsors its
annual holiday bazaar and bake sale on Saturday, Nov. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the community room of Calloway County Public Library," said a
member of the society.
Volunteers and those wishing to donate baked goods or handmade items
should arrive at the library between 9 a.m..and 5 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 8.
Bazaar and bake sale proceeds will go toward two of the society's ongoing programs. Animal Assistance provides basic food, housing, veterinary
care and other emergency measures for animals in crisis, often victims of
abuse and neglect. Fixed for Life is a spay/neuter program which helps support affordable operations in the community.
The library's meeting room will be like a winter wonderland of delights
for bargain hunters with the addition of hundreds of donations from
Humane Society members and friends.
A wide selection of baked goods ready to freeze for the holidays will be
on hand,everything from breads to pies, cakes, cookies, brownies, muffins,
breads and more:
Handmade crafts will also be available including stuffed toys, needlework, quilts and crocheted items along with many other gift items. Also
Share The Hope is again preparing and collecting a shipment of food,
included will be collectible Christmas ornaments.
toys, personal hygiene items, cleaning supplies and household items to be
A highlight this year will be a promotion for a free spay/neuter certifitaken to Wolf county in the rural mountains of Eastern Kentucky.
cate for a small donation. The certificate is transferable, so if you win and "'This is a remote area of the state where unemployment is extremely
can not use it, you may give it as a gift or donate it to someone in need.
high. We will be going to the Red River Valley School Where children from
For more information call the society at 436-6250.
Campton Elementary School and Primary School will also be present," said
Phillip Lynn Rogers, president of the drive.
•
Rogers said "last year we found that household items were needed. We
have 37 families (151 people) that are on the 'Sponsor A Family List' and
if you would like to sponsor a family call us at 753-1001."
Donated items needed include toys, food, tooth paste, tooth brushes,
A workshop to assist high school seniors and their parents with "Tips on
soaps, towels, wash cloths, sheets, blankets, cleaning supplies, new underPaying for College" will be Thursday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. in the Murray
wear, female personal items, shoes, socks, pots, pans, dishes, glasses,
High School library.
lamps, forks, etc.
Johnny McDougal from the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Items should be properly packed, boxed and labled.
Authority will present information on all aspects of financial aid for postShare The Hope is a 100 percent volunteer program and is recognized by
secondary education, including grants, loans, student employment and
the United States Congress.
scholarships.
The presentation will include addresses for obtaining more information
and printed information concerning financial assistance for college.
Marion O'Rourke, MHS counselor, encourages all MHS seniors and
their parents to attend this important workshop. For more information parPADUCAH, Ky. — Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois single
ents may call 753-5205, ext. 104.
adults are invited to an evening of fun on Saturday. Nov. 9, at the Paducah
Dance Academy's Ross-Mann Hall at 6650 Cairo Rd., Paducah.
Sponsored by ACCESS Christian Singles, the activities will start at 7
p.m. with an hour of ballroom dancing instruction, followed by a dance until
11 p.m. The hall is located two miles west of Interstate 24, exit three, on
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Veterans Day is Nov. 1 1. Anyone who wants Kentucky 305/Old Cairo Rd., Paducah.
to use today's computer technology to say "thank you" to a favorite veterRefreshments and finger foods will be provided. The admission will be
an can log on to The American Legion website at www.legion.org and send $7.50. Car-pooling is suggested because of limited parking.
an electronic Veterans Day greeting card from the comfort of home.
Dress for the event will be dressy-casual with formal dress optional.
The site offers e-mail cars representing each military service along with Ross-Mann Hall is a smoke free facility with no alcoholic beverages
the service song that plays when the card is opened. Each card provides allowed. No childcare will be available.
plenty of space to compose a personal message.
Singles ACCESS is a non-profit interdenominational group of, by, and
The free service is being offered for the fourth consecutive year. Cards for singles. Their goal is to provide wholesome activities and promote
may be sent now through Nov. 12, 2002.
Christian fellowship among area singles. The only requirement for memGreeting cards may be sent to active duty service men and women also bership is to attend the group's activities.
if their military e-mail addresses are known.
For more information call 1-270-988-3713 or 1-270-559-4788. On the
The 2.8 million-member American Legion is the nation's largest veter- Internet you may go to http://wkaccess.aboutpaducah.com/ or contact the
ans organization.
group by e-mail at wkaccess@hotmail.com.

Share The Hope holding
annual drive for relief

McDougal to speak at workshop

Christian Singles Dance Saturday

Cards may be sent on-line

Pt) "An Old Fashioned Murray Christmas Parade"
Call the Chamber of Commerce
'etts°
at 753-5171 for details
Rita's Neat Repeats

0111.10 NEEDS you

Consignment Clothes

• Generous monthly stipend
• Additional sign-on bonus for seasoned foster parents

Wedding, Formals, Rental& Soles
Mon's & Wonton's Pius Sizes
Rog Over 40 Isolof foosolt for Too lortiol

Dixieland Center
7594877
VAN

Holston Family Services
877-998-KII5S

GIFT'S ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

"If you haven't sent someone a
Candy Bouquet, you really
haven't told them how special
they really are."

111.

Pagllars)•753-2159

4!
SPAGHETTI

$1.99
DINNER SALAD $1.19
lunch & Dinner -- 11 am -Sr m

Free Delivery In Town
(Next to

Etcm

with Meat Sauce or Mannara Sauce

270-767-0760
hf Chectrliit

Olde World
Marketplace

For more information, please call
United Methodist Family Services

605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

1311 Johnson Thrd.
Merrily

Congratulations •••e
to
Ginger Veal
& Andy Christie
who have made their
bridal selection from...

Please be a foster parent!

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Bargain Room Now 50% Off

Concept Salon

Gift Certificates Available

•••
Okay, what have we got?
A picture book with a jumping
story, some pretty serious slicing
and dicing, and a couple of high slit
skirts on the ladies (nothing you
wouldn't see • at the pool.) It's a
graphic novel that looks like it's
more risque than it really is. (That
sounds loony, but I don't know how
else to say it.) The title is "Divided
Loyalties." It's part of the Scion
series from Crossgen comics.
•••
The house on the corner of 8th
and Poplar is a bungalow. It's a one
story house with a roof that overhangs a welcoming porch in front.
And the wood work of the roof is
semi--exposed, giving a clue to the
building's construction.
I mention it because we have a
book about bungalows called
"Bungalows" (logic's a wonderful
thing.)
Now, I know that these houses
have been tarted up for this book.
All the wood has that wonderful
waxy sheen that only comes from
real wood polish (never from a
spray can). The paint jobs are perfect, the rugs are just so, and photography is superb.
These houses will never look this
good again. And I don't care.
They're gorgeous. They remind me
of my great-grandparents' place.
So
what's the
problem?
THEY'RE DINKY. I mean, these
places are so small you'd have to go
outside to change your mind. None
of these houses have room to swing
a cat, much less throw a party.(sigh)
But they sure look nice.

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

SOFT DRINK

Pagliait

79

753-2975
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OVC title still within reach for Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There's no denying that the
Murray State football team has
had its share of struggles during
head coach Joe Pannunzio's twoplus seasons at the Racer helm.
However, those tough times
seem to be a distant memory now
as Pannunzio and his third MSU
squad have their first legitimate shot
at that ever-elusive Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
"Things are starting to look up
for us," said Pannunzio on Monday, less than 48 hours after a
54-17 pasting of Division I-AA
independent Samford, which will
join the OVC next season. "I'm
proud of the kids and the way
they're playing right now."
The Racers (4-4, 2-1 OVC)
dominated Samford in every facet
of last weekend's contest, outgaining the Bulldogs by a wide
margin (562-183) while scoring
six touchdowns and getting four
field goals from junior place-kicker Shane Andrus.
Along the way, Murray received
some outstanding individual performances from the skill positions.
Junior quarterback Stewart Childress continued his resurgence from
a sophomore slump by throwing
for 270 yards and two touchdowns
on 22-of-29 passing. His favorite
target, junior wide receiver Dean-

Racers n. innessee State
What MSU takes on
nvai Tennessee State
When: Sat 1 30 p.m
Where: Murray Ky.
Records: MSU (4-4);
TSU (2-7)
Radio: WNBS, WRKY

ACEJF1t;

dre Green, caught 10 balls tor 180
yards — including a 29-yard touchdown grab in the third quarter.
The Racers also piled up the
yardage on the ground, totaling
279 yards on 48 rushes. Senior
tailback Billy Blanchard topped all
rushers with 155 yards and one
score on 25 carries.
MSU led just 16-0 at the halftime break, but piled on the yards
and the points in the second half.
"I was a little disappointed that
we didn't score more touchdowns
in the first half," Pannunzio noted.
"Part of that was because I didn't do a good job of calling plays.
My stubbornness about running
the football probably affected it a
little bit. But we let Deandre loose
in the second half, and that really seemed to open things up."
The Racer defense — a point
of contention for Pannunzio
throughout his MSU tenure —
continued to show improvement,
giving up only a field goal to
Samford. The Bulldogs' two touchdowns came on kickoff returns.
According to Pannunzio, Mur-

ray's biggest improvement defensively has come in an effective
pass rush that features tackles James
Bridges and Cedric Harden and
end Jason Myers.
"For the first time this season,
our defense really stepped up and
played," he said. "It helps when
you can get pressure on the passer, and we did that. We're starting to get some significant play
out of those guys up front."
The Racers will try to keep the
momentum of a two-game winning streak going Saturday when
they welcome rival Tennessee State
to Roy Stewart Stadium for a key
OVC battle.
However, Pannunzio knows it
won't be easy to derail a potentially explosive TSU squad.
Despite just a 2-7 record, the
Tigers (1-2 OVC) possess their
usual mix of quality athletes as proven in last week's 54-48
shootout loss to first-place Eastern Illinois.
TSU battled back from 14-point
deficits on two occasions to tie
the score at 48-48 with 5:23 remaining. The Tigers fell only after watching the Panthers mount a late drive
for the winning score.
Tailback Charles Anthony rushed
for a season-high 192 yards —
the sixth-best single-game total in

•See Page 7

MIKE OF-1,,

Al Ledger & Times photo

ON THE DEFENSIVE
Murray State defensive coordinator Mike Vite encourages his
troops during last Saturday's 54-17 triumph over Samford. The Racer defense allowed the
visiting Bulldogs only 183 total yards and gave up just one field goal.

ECA Preview

Morriss' hand
Warriors try to keep tradition still smarting
alive despite injuries, illnesses after tirade

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Joey Adair is a realist.
"In Christian school basketball, you're usually going to have
one good year, then three rebuilding years. Then, you have another good year, then three more
rebuilding years," said the Eastwood Christian Academy head
coach on Monday.
The
Warriors
were
scheduled to
tip off the
2002-03 season
this evening
with a home
contest against Paducah's Open
Door Christian Academy. Tipoff
at ECA, located on Ky. 94 east
of Murray, was slated for 6 p.m.
However, life for the Warriors
has been a bit different from
what Adair described as the usual
JOHN WRIGHTledger & Times photo
deal at this level.
TEST OF ENDURANCE ... Eastwood Christian Academy
ECA has been awfully good, coach Joey Adair, shown here instructing his players
in fact, for two straight seasons, during a recent practice, has tried to battle through
going 16-8 last winter. The pre- injuries and illnesses that have plagued his
Warriors
vious season saw the Warriors throughout
the preseason.
record a 21-3 mark that was the
best in the short history of the
That attitude applies even when
"It's all part of being better
program.
the times are tough ... like this by the end of the year ... which
Both seasons resulted in West- fall.
we're going to be."
ern Kentucky Christian Athletic
ECA has had to endure an
Despite the preseason distracConference championships.
injury/sickness bug that would tions, ECA may still prove awfulAdair, who is entering his challenge even the best of the ly tough to handle out of the
sixth season with the Murray pri- collegiate ranks with no less than gate. Two of the players not
vate school, fourth as head coach, six players being affected. Yet, affected by preseason ailments
said a little thing called tradi- as Monday's final practice before — seniors Justin West and Shawn
tion is a driving force in the the opener wore on, feeling cheat- Ramsey (actually, Ramsey did
success.
.ed by a cruel hand of fate was have a flu bug for a time) —
"The kids here (even from the the last thing on the Warriors' just happen to be two of the
elementary ages) want to be part minds.
Warriors' best.
of this. They want to wear that
"It would be easy to be disBoth can take their game inside
Warrior uniform," he said."We've appointed. I'm not disappointed, or outside, with West, a 6-2 fortried to build a winning program. though, and I don't think these ward, returning after averaging
I know that I'm a pastor here guys are either," Adair said dur- 20 points and 12 rebounds a
and the idea is to teach young ing a short break in putting his game last year and Ramsey compeople about life and how things players through a series of con- ing back after a campaign that
are more important in this world ditioning drills, all the time driv- saw him tally 22 to 23 points a
than basketball, but we're still ing home the idea that it would contest. Many of those points
out to win."
make his players stronger.
came on the fastbreak off

turnovers.
"If you lose your horses, you
lose your means of travel. They're
our leaders on and off the court.,"
Adair said, emphasizing that his
two main weapons have more
responsibility this season. "What
I really want from them, though,
is to make the other three guys
on the floor better."
Tonight, those other three players enter with not a lot of court
experience, but all possess great
potential.
Ramsey's younger brother,
Erik, a freshman, will run the
point, while Aaron Herndon, a
bulky 6-0 sophomore, should provide muscle in the paint. Freshman David Leonard (5-7) will
also move into the lineup at
another guard spot.
The depth could improve with
a bit of good fortune. On Friday, Jordan Harrell — slated as
ECA's starting center at 6-3 —
undergoes tests for a brain
aneurysm at the Mayo Clinic in
Minnesota.
If it can be treated successfully, there is a chance he could
be back on the court by the end
of the year.
ECA will get 5-10 freshman
Derrick Williams back soon. He
is having to sit out due to injuries
suffered in an off-court accident
that resulted in eight stitches
being inserted below his left eye.
Freshman Marcus Harrell, a
5-7 guard. may return film a
knee injury at some point, but
his status is up in the air now.
"It's been real tough, because
we haven't been able to have
this entire group together. We've
got several new kids, too, so we
really have needed to have them
together," said assistant coach
Brian Ramsey. "But I really
believe this. If We can get through
the early part, we're going to do
fine."

By CHRIS DUNCAN
'em fired up."
AP Sports Writer
Morriss held off until Kentucky
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Ken- blew a 10-0 first-quarter lead in
tucky coach Guy Morriss sported Starkville and trailed at halftime
white tape wrapped tightly around for the third time in five games.
his swollen right hand with his He couldn't wait any longer to
pinky finger stabilized in a splint. unleash his rage.
The usually mild-mannered Mor"The second quarter, we startriss broke his hand Saturday punch- ed self-destructing again. We're
ing a locker during a halftime missing reads, we're missing tacktirade at Mis- les. Here we go again," he said.
,
sissippi State on "I was just really, really angry.
c....4'
1..••
?I' Saturday. The On my way in, that's when I
Wildcats trailed thought, 'Hey, I need to shake
17-16 at the these guys up a little bit.' I got
time, and Mor- a little carried away."
riss' outburst
Junior Derek Abney led the
worked. Ken- post-tirade comeback with two
tucky exploded for 21 third-quar- third-quarter punt returns for touchter points -and won 45-24.
downs. Abney has four punt returns
"It was worth it. We played much for touchdowns this season,a school
better in the second half," Mor- and conference record.
riss said at his weekly news conAnose Pinner rushed for 104
ference Monday.
yards, his sixth 100-plus-yard rushIf that's what it takes to get ing game of the season. He needs
his team to beat No. 17 LSU (6- four yards on Saturday to become
2, 3-1) on Saturday, Morriss said UK's fifth 1,000-yard rusher.
he'll be glad to sacrifice his other
Morriss said UK can't rely on
hand.
a few good players.
"There's nothing like winning.
"We talked after the game about
If it takes hitting a locker, or sev- the need for coaches to be fusseral of them, I'm going to do it," ing at halftime and for me to have
Morriss said.
to break a hand to get them to
The Wildcats (6-3, 2-3 South- come out and play hard," he said.
eastern Conference) have already "It's part of the process of learnmatched their win total from 1999 ing how to win. We're a team
— the year after Tim Couch left. that has to come out and play
But Morriss said he's been wor- with emotion and stay very focused
ried for weeks about how his team during the course of the week and
struggles to put together two well- take no one for granted."
played halves. His wife, Jackie, sugMorriss remains frustrated by
gested last week it was up to penalties and Kentucky's kicking
Morriss to solve the problem.
game.
The Wildcats were flagged 12
"Jackie and I talk about a lot
of different things and she's a lit- times for 92 yards against Mistle bit more fiery than I am," he sissippi State and lead the SEC
said. "She was deadly serious. She with 82 penalties this season.
said, 'You've got to do something
"We talk to our kids every day
that gets their attention, gets them about playing within the framework of the rules. We just try to
cranked up.'
"It's not something you ever keep stressing it to them and see
stage or plan, but then I thought if we can get it corrected," Mormaybe she was right. Let's get n said.

Jennings, Hinske get rookie honors
32
441 woo
Jason Jennings

NEW YORK (AP) — Eric
Hinske and Jason Jennings were
worried about jobs, not prizes.
Now they have both.
Hinske was voted AL Rookie
of the Year on Monday and Jennings was voted the NL honor as
the Baseball Writers' Association
of America began announcing its
awards for the 2002 season.
"(just wanted to be staying in
the big leagues the whole year,"
Hinske said. "The success I had
was pretty surprising for me."
Hinske, acquired by Toronto

from Oakland last December in
the deal that sent closer Billy Koch
to the Athletics, won the Blue
Jays' third-base job in spring training and hit .279 with 24 homers
and 84 RBIs. He got 19 of 28
first-place votes and nine seconds
to finish with 122 points.
Baltimore right-hander Rodrigo
Lopez, who went 15-9 with a 3.57
ERA, was second with nine firsts,
17 seconds and one third for 97
points. Orioles reliever Jorge Julio
was third with 14 points after
going 5-6 with a 1.99 ERA and

25 saves.
I can't thank him enough for givHinske, 25, became Toronto's ing me a chance to play every
first player to win the award out- day."
right. Alfredo Griffin tied MinJennings, 24, went 16-8 with a
nesota's John Castino in the 1979 4.52 ERA and became the first
rookie voting.
Colorado player to win the award
J.P. Ricciardi made the trade after — Todd Helton finished second
leaving the A's, where he was to Kerry Wood four years ago.
director of player personnel, to Jennings got 27 firsts and five
become GM of the Blue Jays.
seconds for 1.50 points.
"I was stuck behind a pretty
"The first months or even two
good player in Eric Chavez in • months of the season, I wasn't
Oakland," Hinske said.
even sure I'd be there the whole.
"J.P. Ricciardi, in bringing me year. I had all my options left,"
over, said, 'It's your job to lose: Jennings said.

Eric Hinske
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KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLL
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The top teams
n the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls, with first-place votes,
records total points and previous rankings
Class 4A
1
110
10-0
1 Lou Trinity (11)
2
108
10-0
2 Lou Male (1)
3
90
3 Henderson County 10-0
4
76
10-0
4 Scott County
5
62
8-2
5 Lou St Xavier
8
46
8-2
6 Dixie Heights
6
30
8-2
7 Louisville Eastern
10
28
9-1
8 Madison Central
7
27
7-3
9 Louisville Manual
20
8-2
10 Louisville Ballard
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES Meade County 14, Conner 10, Boone County 8, Christian County 7, North Hardin 6, Lexington
Paul Dunbar 5, Woodford County 4, Daviess
County 1
Class 3A
1
114
9-1
1 Lex Catholic 16)
2
87
2 Rockcastle Co 131 9-1
3
77
3 Warren Central (2) 9-1
4
74
8-2
4 Boyle County
5
69
10-0
5 Bullitt East (1)
6
60
6 Paducah Tilghman 8-2
9
7-3
46
7 Highlands
10
39
8-2
8 Ashland Blazer
8
19
8-2
9 Bell County
18
10 Louisville Fairdale 9-1
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES Hopkinsville
17, Allen County-Scottsville 11 Boyd County 10, Lawrence County 7 John Hardin 3,

Bourbon County 3 Covington Catholic 2.
Sheldon Clark 2, West Jessamine 1. Perry
County Central 1
Class 2A
1
116
10-0
1 Breathitt Co. (8)
2
10-0
105
2 Larue Co (3)
3
10-0
92
3 O'boro Cath (1)
4
76
9-1
4 Mason County
6
71
8-2
5 Russell
7
42
8-2
6 Belfry
5
29
9-1
7 Webster County
28 10
8-2
8 Monroe County
9
7-2
27
9 Lloyd Memorial
20
10. Madison Southern 9-1
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES • Prestonsburg 11, Bardstown 10, Corbin 9, Glasgow
7, Carroll County 6, Caldwell County 5,
Trigg County 3, Mercer County 3.
Class A
1
120
10-0
1. Mayfield (13)
2
102
8-2
2 Danville
3
79
8-2
3. Beechwood
4
71
8-2
4. Newport C.C.
5
65
9-1
5. Green County
6
51
9-1
6. Lou. Holy Cross
7
44
8-2
7. Pikeville
8
35
8, Lou. Christian Acad. 8-2
10
21
8-2
9. Everts
14
7-3
10, Ballard Memorial
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: Middlesboro
13, Cumberland 12, Murray 10, Raceland
7, Crittenden County 6, Frankfort 4. Paintsville
2, Fort Knox 2, Nicholas County 2
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Titans climb
from 1-4 to top
of AFC South
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Titans are thankful
tor realignment.
They dug themselves an early
I -4 hole, but have won three straight
games ID climb to 4-4. That's good
enough to put them atop the new
AFC South division, tied with the
Indianapolis Colts in the NFL's only
division where .500 is good enough.
Eddie George said the Titans
need to worry about winning another game Sunday against expansion Houston (2-6).
"By no means are we back or
thinking about the playoffs,"
George said. "We're just focused
on being a better football team,
and we have to continue to improve
in order to finish strong in midNovember and into December."
Coach Jeff Fisher is taking a
much more measured approach with
his Titans, who beat the Colts (44) 23-15 on Sunday and have the
edge in tiebreakers with a 2-0 record
in the division.
"We've battled back a little bit.
It's halftime, and we've got a big
half of ball to play," Fisher said

Monday. "We look like were starting to heal up a little bit. That's
a positive sign."
The Titans' three-game winning
streak is their longest since a fourgame stretch at the end of the
2000 season in which they went
13-3 and won the AFC Central.
George, criticized as worn out a
month ago, has rushed for 314
yards over the past three games.
Penalties, turnovers and other
mistakes are down. Fisher credited his Titans, who feature 11 rookies and had three starting on
defense against the Colts,for understanding what coaches are doing
in game plans and then doing it.
"Basically, what we've done is
said,'Each one of you three groups
take care of your own business.
Don't worry about what the other
side's doing.' It doesn't minimize
the importance of the team," he
said.
The Titans may get defensive
end Jevon Kearse back against
Houston for the first time since
he broke his left foot on the second play of the season.

FANTASTIC FOUR ... Drew Holton, Lance Allison, Ann Greenfield and Christian Crouse (from left) shot a 59 to win
the first annual Murray High School Tiger Basketball Golf
Scramble. The tournament was held recently at Murray
Country Club.

MSU volleyball's
Gui receives
d
awar
onal
nati
0
24-1
Pack
y
carr
n
Gree
e,
Favr
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Dave Wannstedt has been on the
losing end three of the four times
Brett Favre has come back from
injury during his career.
This time, the Miami Dolphins
coach got to share his misery with
Cris Carter, who came out of
retirement only to watch Favre
steal the show again.
"He's the best," Carter said.
"When God made him, he put a
little something extra in him."
Favre had a much better return
than Carter on Monday night, guiding Green Bay to a 24-10 victory over the Dolphins despite a
sprained left knee that had threatened to end his decade-long starting streak.
Carter, coming out of retirement following a nine-month layoff, had three catches for 31 yards.
He fumbled away his first reception, leading to the Packers' first
touchdown, and was the target on
an interception by linebacker Nate
Wayne in the second half.
Favre, knocked out of his last
game, extended his NFL record

only
Favre
for consecutive
added to his lore,
regular-season
Dolphins
said
starts by a quarend
defensive
terback to 165. He
Jason Taylor.
overcame an early
was
"He
interception in the
scrambling and
end zone to lead
running around,
the Packers to
doing all the thing
their sixth straight
you always see
victory.
him do," Taylor
Favre didn't
said. "I saw him
play like he was
limp once going
his
protecting
to the sideline."
Several
knee.
That was after
times he scramthrew a touchhe
bled toward the
down pass.
first-down markThe Packers,
er with his usual
MIKE ROEMER AP Photo
who
have the
abandon.
I GOT IT FIRST ... Green Bay
"I was saying, wide receiver Donald Driver NFL's best record
also
7-1,
at
'Just get down.
catches a pass in front of recorded
four
the
Let- me do
cornerback Sam Madi- more takeaways
running," Ahman Miami
the Packers 24-10 win to increase their
in
son
Green said. "I
Dolphins Monday. league-leading
the
over
know he's a warnor and is going to do what he total to 27 and held Miami running back Ricky Williams to 47
has to do.
yards on 14 carries.
to
all
at
"It didn't surprise me
Favre was 16-of-25 for 187 yards
see him out there. He was a legand one touchdown. When he was
end before tonight."

II Racers ...
From Page 6
TSU history — while quarterback
Riley Walker completed 21-of-42
pass attempts for 435 yards. His
main target was receiver C.J. Johnson, who caught seven passes for
245 yards. In all, the Tigers tallied 675 yards against the sixthranked Panthers.
"Tennessee State is a very dangerous football team," Pannunzio
claimed. "They've shown that they
can put a lot of points on the
board, and we've shown that we

can disappear on offense at times. (46-44) and 1999(42-41) that were
"And that really concerns me each decided on field goals in the
... I don't think we can get into final seconds. The two wins gave
the Tigers back-to-back league
a shootout with them."
titles.
knows
league
No one in the
"Anybody who knows the OVC
about the Tigers' offensive potential quite like the Racers. TSU knows that Tennessee State can
has won four straight over Mur- beat anyone at any time, and parray, including shpotouts in 1998 ticularly us," Pannunzio said.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

914.95"

(SOn most cars & trucks - house oil only)

SportsBriefs
• Calloway County High School and
Murray High School will host Title IX
public forums next week as the Kentucky High School Athletic Association
determines which of its members are
compliant with Title IX regulations
Calloway's public forum will be held
Nov. 12 at 6 p.m in the CCHS cafe
tena, while Murray's meeting is schedin the
uled for Nov 13 at 6 p m
MHS library
• The Calloway County High School
Laker Backboard Club is looking for
former Laker players as the organization plans its first-ever Alumni Shootout
Nov. 15 at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The event will start with a chili
supper at 6 p.m before the boys' and
girls' alumni contests begin at 7 p.m_
The Alumni Shootout will precede the
annual Meet the Lakers open house
Nov. 16 at Jeffrey Gymnasium
For more information or to express
interest in the Alumni Shootout, contact Darrell Walker at 759-4519 or by
e-mail at wIkrdarrell@wk.net.
• Tickets for the Calloway County
High School soccer banquet, scheduled for Sunday from 1-4 p.m. in the
Curns Center at Murray State University, are on sale for $12 The meal is
free for Laker and Lady Laker soccer
players.
Tickets may be purchased in the
CCHS office or by calling Kathy Wilson at 753-6042 or Jackie Kennedy
at 753-8562 The deadline to purchase
tickets is Thursday.
• The Calloway County High School
Little Dribblers will hold final signups
for all boys and girls in grades K-2
in both the Calloway County and Murray school districts Saturday from noon
to 1 p m. at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium The entry fee is $40 per participant or $75 for siblings.
The first practices will be held Saturday beginning at 1 p m •

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
replaced by backup Doug PederFreshman middle blocker Abbi
son in the middle of a series in
was named AVCA/Sports
Gui
the fourth quarter, the crowd serDivision I Player of the
Imports
"MVP!
of
chants
with
enaded him
Week, according to a release issued
MVP! MVP!"
by the American
"It felt fine," Favre said of his
Volleyball Coaches
going
it's
knee. "A little stiff, but
Association.
to be OK."
Gui was named
The Dolphins(5-3) hoped Carter
Valley ConOhio
as
would provide a similar spark
itacgies ference Volleyball
he came out of retirement to shore
up a depleted receiving corps and Co-Player of the Week for the
,week ending Sunday, according to
chase a championship.
a release issued by the OVC office.
rusty.
was
But Carter
Gui earned the award after aver"There are certain things you
6.71 kills, 2.71 digs and
aging
can't simulate," Carter said. "The
per game in Murray
blocks
0.86
It's
faster.
game is moving a lot
just totally different. As a team, State's two matches last week.
we were driving the ball early, mov- She also had a .467 attack pering the ball, but you can't turn it centage.
Gui led all hitters in Murray
over at Lambeau and win." Darren Sharper intercepted a State's 3-0 win over then-OVC
Ray Lucas pass and returned it co-leader Morehead State with 20
89 yards for a touchdown to give kills and had a .562 attack percentage, having made only two
Green Bay a 24-0 lead.

errors.
She also had 12 digs and a
team-high three blocks in helping
MSU beat the No. 10 team in
the Midwest Region on Friday.
Against Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday, Gui again led all hitters
with 27 kills and a co-match-high
three blocks. She had a .414 attack
percentage, making only three
errors in 58 attacks.
Murray State won that match
3-1 and clinched a berth in the
OVC Championship Tournament.
Gui is the second Racer to earn
the OVC's weekly volleyball honor.
Freshman outside hitter Paige Sun
also earned OVC Co-Player of the
Week honors for the week ending Sept. 29
Murray State visits OVC rival
Tennessee State today at 7 p.m.,
then takes its third and final 10day respite, returning to action at
home on Nov. 15 against Austin
Peay State.

"An Old Fashioned
Murray Christmas Parade"
The Murray Rotary Club would like to invite you to participate
in it's annual Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 7th. To
again guarantee a truly fabulous Christmas parade, please
decorate in a traditional old fashioned Christmas theme.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music groups
are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded
to thefirst three places in three separate divisions — Church/Religious
Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Commercial Division.
Ihe Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent way to
have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at the same time.
First place prize in each division will receive $150.
As in the past years, entrants will line up at 9:00 a.m.,
Saturday, Dec, 7th on 10th St. and proceed downtown.
The parade will begin at 10:00 a.m.

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

COMPLETE BUILDING PACKAGES

Parade co-chairmans are Tab Brockman & David King.

WOOD TRUSSES, METAL ROOFING & SIDING
Name:
Phone:

WALK-INS WELCOME•FACTORY REJECTS/SECONDS AVAILABLE

DAVCO STEEL
1-800-474-4321

NV VI
FREE
ESTIMATES!

Group & Entry Description:

200 Davco Drive
Danville. Kentucky 40423

MONESSEN
Vent Free Gas Logs

Mail Entries To:
"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411,
Murray, KY 42071
or call
Chamber of
Commerce
753-5171

NNs)
.4ati

Heat with Personality.

Murray Supply Co.
200-206 E. Main St.
753-3361
canoway ounty's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

1/4

•
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Learning
Tuesday, November 5, 2002

Nine MHS
students
recognized
as AP
Scholars
Nine students at Murray High
School have earned the designation of AP Scholar by the College
Board in recognition of their
exceptional achievement on the
college-level AP Exams.
The
College
Board's
Advanced Placement Program
offers students the opportunity to
take challenging college-level
courses while still in high school,
and to receive college credit.
advanced placement, or both for
successful performance on the
end-of-course AP Exams. Almost
14 percent of the more than
900,000 high school students in
14,000 secondary schools worldwide who took AP Exams performed at a sufficiently high level
to merit the recognition of AP
Scholar.
Students took AP Exams in
May 2002 after completing challenging college-level courses at
their high schools. The College
Board recognizes several levels
of achievement based on the
number of year-long courses and
exams.
At Murray High School.
Miranda Brown qualified for the
AP Scholar with Honor Award by
earning an average grade of at
least 3.25 on all AP Exams taken,
and grades of 3 or higher on 4 or
more of these exams.
Eight students qualified for the
AP Scholar Award by completing
three or more AP Examinations,
with grades of 3 or higher. The
AP Scholars are: Laura Darnell,
James Walt Garrison, Allysia
Hood,Zachary Kingins, Shannon
Kipphut, Anna Scott, Michael
Swain and Marshall Welch.
Most of the nation's colleges
and universities award credit,
advanced placement, or both
based on successful performance
on the AP Exams. More than
1,400 institutions award a full
year's credit (sophomore standing) to students presenting a sufficient number of qualifying
grades. Thirty-four AP Exams are
offered in a wide variety of subject areas, each consisting of multiple-choice and free-response
(essay or problem-solving) questions (except for the Studio Art
exam which evaluates students'
original artwork).
The College Board is a national nonprofit membership association whose mission is to prepare,
inspire, and connect students to
college and opportunity.
Founded in 1900, the association is composed of more than
4,200 schools, colleges, universities, and other educational organizations. Each year, the College
Board serves over three million
students and their parents, 22,000
high schools, and 3,500 colleges
through major programs and
services in college admission,
guidance, assessment, financial
aid, enrollment, and teaching and
learning. Among its best-known
programs are the SAT, the
PSAT/NMSQT and the Advanced
Placement Program.
The College Board is committed to the principles of equity and
excellence, and that commitment
is embodied in all of its programs,
services, activities and concerns.

Park service awards
funding for education

CariL,Ad, photo provided

BUILDING BRIDGES ... For nine weeks, 6th graders at Calloway
County Middle School have studied bridges. They learned engineering terminology, bridge history, and different bridge
designs. However, the fun part was the hands-on learning experience of getting to build their own bridges. Technology
Education teacher Steve Welter and student teacher John David
Son gave the students certain width, height, and length specifications and then let them design the best bridge possible. The
project ended with each student testing the strength of their
bridge and the efficiency. The unit wasn't just building and
breaking bridges, though. Welter says it relates to many academic areas, including math, engineering, and science.

DOVER, term. — Students in National Park interprets the story ot tilled with teproduction Civil War
the Western Kentucky region can the 1862 battle between Union uniforms, clothing, newspapers, and
now experience "hands-on" Civil forces commanded by General diaries to help
students recreate 19th
War history, thanks to generous pri- Ulysses S. Grant and Confederate
century society. All resources creatvate and corporate donations, donat- forces under Generals John B.
ed time and expertise from Floyd, Gideon Pillow, and Simon B. ed during this project will be' distributed free-of-charge to schools.
Calloway County and Graves Buckner.
Patricia Lassiter, Calloway
County teachers, grant monies from
Schoolchildren from Kentucky,
the Humanities-Tennessee, Inc., and Illinois, Tennessee, and Missouri County Middle School, and Carol:
the National Park Service.
visit the battlefield yearly. Special Phillips and Debbie Smith, Graves
Traveling trunks and videos are funding from the National Park County Middle School, have been
part of this new plan to help stu- Service and private donations will serving as advisors
to this project
dents learn a little more about this allow the park staff and volunteers
since July 2002.
important Civil War site.'
to develop grade-specific, interdisTo find out more about Fort
Fort
Donelson
National ciplinary curriculum guides for
Donelson
National Battlefield or
Battlefield located in Dover, teachers, a documentary video
Tennessee, preserves the remains of explaining the Battle at Fort future educational projects, contact
a Civil War fort, earthworks, surren- Donelson and inspiring stories relat- Deborah Austin or Susan Hawkins
der site, and national cemetery. The ed to the battle, and traveling trunks at 931-232-5706.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Doles photo

Photo provided

I'LL HAVE THE SPUD, BUD ... Gustavo Leon chooses Mr. Potato
Head during free-choice time in Nancy Newsome's Preschool
Head Start class.

FUTURE CHEMISTS? ... Murray Middle School students Laken Peal, left, and Sierra Foster
team up on a project to determine exactly what type substance they are creating in a class
under teacher Mike Epperson. The experiment consisted of pouring chemicals into a tray,
then mixing the properties. This was part of nearly a full week of in-depth lab work in
Epperson's seventh-grade class.

What's so
great about
pumpkin?
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
I'M NOT GOING NEAR IT...YOU
GO
NEAR
IT!:
Murray
Elementary School student
Sloane Wright, right, thrusts her
fist into a freshly carved and
gooey pumpkin, while classmate Luke Roth seems to be
having second thoughts during
a Halloween-related exercise
Thursday morning. The students are part of teacher
Michele Dickerson's 131 and P2
class.

Photo provided

CHALK IT UP TO EXPERIENCE ... Colin Poyner and Murray
Preschool Head Start teacher Nancy Newsome write on the
chalkboard.

Let The Shopping-13egin!

4'1 Dont Let An Apple
AD KeeF' MY
4Dad Away

For All Your Christmas Gifts
and Decorations...

1(1‘11/

• 1000's of Ornaments
• 7 1/2' Black Forest Hinged Trees
New Holiday Candle Scents
• Christmas Potpourri SE Room Sprays
• 25 Themed Trees & More!

An Annual Eye Health
Exam Is Important
For Everyone.

Pfrs fOR
fVERYOWE

Open
Mon-Sat 10-6
Sun 1-5

Call

Photo
by
Lance

YOUR
tar/

ay

RED BARN
(;IRDIN %MOM
•I,rig* Marl

Uliger Shop"

4 Minutes Front
Murray on 94 W.
••

4354770

P-1,

759-2500

For Your
Appointment.

Allison

Eyecare Specialties
119 all iirgi) et?, i,o,'

ci'm

308 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the tirst
insertion of thee ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times ma be responsible tot only one
incorrect inserton Any error should be reported rermdiately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Frl. 11 a.m.
Monday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wednesday
wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday
Thur. 12 p.m.
Saturday

Murray Ledger & limes I. air Housing kk t Soo,e
tic I dr
All real mum advenised herein is ,44t`tC,[
0,1:
Homan Act, which makes it illegal to
1111111.81101I Of discnnunatton based on ra,c solor relit..,
haaidicap. familial MMus or national origin. or intention to nt.u,
any such preferesors.[mutations or discnmination
State laws forbid gliscnnunation in the sak rental or ads
real estate based of factors an addition to those protected under
eral law
We will not knowingly incept any adsertising tor real Cfidie which
is in vioiation of the lass All persons are hereto!, informed that all
dwellings advertised are asailable on an equal
opponunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Athertising
contact NAA Counsel Ilene I' Mrlani.
17(01 n4li.101111

requirements.

11111114 MOM
0•11,011vv.v•

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
27.20 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 3 Ach, Must Run Within h Du, Nrrtud
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
12.611 extra kw Shopper Ilion Classifieds go into Shopping (wide,$LIM extra for baud bon a&
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020

060

060
Notice

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Lay.
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Articles
For Sale
WEIDER (Nautilus-type)
home gym Two stations
Stacked weights $450 00
753-4301

RCH Manager
Needed For
Local Company
In Murray Area

Shop
Slitter,
WOOD
made, Good condition
753-3245

Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge. 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message.
SANDRA D's Diner
753-Food.
Get your Gift Certificates
Now.
•Baked Potatoes available
for lunch.
*Spaghetti is back on
Wednesdays.
•Pint size mom made
House & Ranch Dressings, now available to take
home.
(While Supplies Last.)
STERLING Silver
Jewelry
Cherry's Jewelry
Great Selection.
Great Prices.
Open Wed-Sat.
1100-6:00
in Mayfield, KY.
(270) 247-1997.

Financial

Thinking of
buying a house,
mobile home, car
or you just want
to consolidate
your bills.
At ROSSTINE

FINANCIAL,
the sky is the
limit. We can get
you approved for
one of our great
loan programs
today.
Mortgages,
Personal Small
Business Loans

Call
(866)520-8925
NO FEES TO APPLY
050
Lost and Found
FOUND Male Chocolate
lab, 4-5 years old, found
on Walston road 7679281
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ATTENTION
Growing company need;
help Work from any
location Free booklet
Free training
www ifoundsuccess com
1 888-373-3204

Help Wanted
DRIVERS
always a step ahead.
Up to 38c CPM.
No force NW or Canada,
1 yr OTR, 23 years old.
COL with
HazMat required.
No loading or unloading.
Guarantee home policy.
2000 or
Newer Conventionals
Owner Operators
welcome.
PLT 1-800-848-0405
EMT/FR or above with
open availability required,
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or
877-909-2558
IMMEDIATE need for RN
in the operating room;
part-time position with potential to be full-time; duties include circulating duties & recovery room, call
rotation required, previous
experience in the OR, recovery room or critical
care area preferred: fax resume to Marshall County
Hospital at (270)527-4952
or call (270)527-4875.
NEEDED Driver Flatbed
Out 2 night a week
300 a mile
plus $50. tarp fee
Hauling out to
Georgia, Alabama
Mississippi
Call 753-4498
PURCHASE FORD
Mayfield. KY
AUTO TECHNICIAN- Ford
repair experience desired,
but will consider previous
mechanic experience.
Wages based upon experience. Health & Dental insurance, 401K, specialized
training. Call Al Page(270) 247-7300.

CHILDREN'S
DIRECTOR
Large United
Methodist Church
seeks full-time
director of
children's programming. Successful
candidate will
develop, organize
and conduct
activities for
children, birth
through sixth grade.
Please send resume
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071

LVI
--lv

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE ON SAME QUALIT1
EQUIPMENT 8z WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

$700-$900 Potential

CALL 1-800-633-3459

Full-time or Part-time
Must be willing to
start work immediately.

[
III Appliances

731-879-0011
or call 270-753-5353
ask for Tim Dismang
090
Domestic & Childcare

Mon. & Wed.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thurs.
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
& 2-4 p.m.
Light Industrial.
Apply in person at
People Lease
1406 EN., 12th
St., Murray
The Village Office
Complex

090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEAN
ABSOLUTELY
Evenings & Weekends.
Your Business. Home or
Office. Call Kim at 3152701 or 251-2684.
neededBABYSITTER
Part time, 1 night during
week 4-10. Every Sat.
1 30-4:30. Great pay- Call
Bet. 3p-9p. 767-9965.Must
be flexible- H.S. student
O.K.
FRICK-N-FRACK
Cleaning
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates
Call for appointment
759-5267 or 489-6218
KIDS Krew Daycare Ages
6 week to Pre-school
Open 5:30 a.m to 600
p m. 810 Whitnell
759-3333.
LIMITED Openings in
non-smoking
Christian
home, 1rst, 2nd. and 3rd
shift. No Sundays Certified Christian educator Infant to 12 492-6126
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016

Administrative Assistant
Experienced Administrative
Assistant is needed for the new
Murray office of a regional
Investment Banking firm.
Excellent computer skills a
must. Great Career opportunity.
Well established Company is
offering a competitive salary
and benefit package.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 I
Murray, KY 42071

WOMAN wanting to do
house cleaning. Reliable
hard working and courteous. Free estimates. Call
436-5015
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry_
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th. Murray
COINS All US mint issue
coins, sets, commemorative, silver or gold Call between 5:00 p.m and 8:00
p.m. at (270) 492-6134.
heaters, air
ELECTRIC
conditioners, used carpetand
ing,
refrigerators
stoves. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36 98 per month
Before getting a satellite
system check out our
service department Come
by Beasley's at 400 N 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation
L.P. Gas Refills
New OPD Valves and
100 LB cyl in stock
B & B Broker's
753-4389

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
190
Farm Equipment

2BR Duplex at 1304 Valleywood Dr. $375. per
month. 759-4406
C/H/A.
Duplex,
2BR
Dr.
Westwood
1909B
Lease. No pets. $360. plus
deposit. 753-8002
2BR duplex, stove and refrigerator. $300. month,
$300 deposit. 1517 1/2
Henry St. Call 435-4125
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118.

2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 BR, Apt. C/H/A. Newly
redecorated Located on
(2
campus, $400.00 month.
people) $435.00 month (3
people) includes water,
1993 16x80 Buccaneer. 3 sewage and trash 435bedroom. 2 bath. Newly 4632 or 559-8510.
remodeled & well main- 4br. Diuguid Drive Coletained $15,000 753-7901 man RE 759-4118
or 759-4599
EXECUTIVE 2 Story,
1997 14x70 Fleetwood, 3 BR. 2 full baths, All
3br 510.500 Daytime 753- appliances. 753-8242 or
5500 Nights 753-2948
752-0313.
2001 single story 1600 sq. FOR Rent Large 2 Bedft. 3br, 2 bath open floor room. 2 full bath Brick Duplan on 2 wooden acres plex All appliances furwith fireplace. front porch, nished plus lawn service .
back deck, out building. in quiet neighborhood.
Call 753-4690
753-7903.
95 16x65 2BR, 2BA. like FORREST View Apartnew in town w/front porch ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
and awning $22,000. 753- now accepting applications
9603.
for 2br townhouses, basic
RELIANCE Homes Inc.
rent $325/ month. Call
Halloween Special, 2003 753-1970 Leave Mes32x80 with 3/4" plywood sage Equal Housing Opfloors. Mohen faucets, portunity.
Porcelain sinks, Fiberglass GREAT 2br townhouse,
tubs. 4 BR, 3 Bath.
dead end street, applianDelivered & Set up, with ces furnished, screened in
AiC_S59 900 until Nov 7th
porch 2 level 519-0599
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
NICE 2br furnished apt
14x64 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
C/H/A Close to MSU
split plan, cathedral ceilColeman RE 759-4118
pendings, C/H/A, under
ONE bedroom apartment
ing and decks included
Victorian
cha'rming
in
$11,800.00. Call 753- county setting. Newly re2905
modeled. Large deck &
great view. Washer/Dryer,
refrigerator, stove. Very
Mobile Homes For Rent
quiet. Only $395 per
utilities paid
2 Bedroom Mobile Home month with all
pick-up. 5
5190.00 month. 767-0180 including trash
in Lynn
Murray
from
miles
or 753-8216.
Grove area. Deposit and
7532 Bedroom, No pets
references required. 2709866
492-8175
RED OAKS APTS.
300Business Rentals
Special
$100 Deposit
4 Car Shop w/Paint room
1BR From $280
Large parking area. has
2BR From $325
Natural Gas heat, water
Call Today!
furnished, 1/2 mile from
753-8668.
city Car-o-liner frame
SLEEPING rooms 1 1/2
machine available 753- miles from MSU $150 a
2486
month, all utilities paid No
pets. 767-9037
Apartments For Rent

84 Ford Diesel 1 ton stee
bed Excellent condition
$2 500. 382-2141
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

360
Storage Rentals

FOR Sale By Owner:
Clean, nice, 2br brick secluded country home with
1.4 acres. New decor
Lynn Grove are. 435-4216

Motorcycles & ATV's
20FT x 50 FT storage
building located off North
4th Street behind Beasley
Antenna and Satellite. Call
759-0901
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40. On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille.
759-4081.
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

L

RASCAL II Electric mobility, large deluxe 3 wheeler,
1 Bedroom Duplex. very
1996 model used very litclean and nice, furnished,
tle. like new. 51.200 00,
C/H/A, W/D. 12 miles east
electric hoist $350 00 Call
Murray, no pets
of
(270) 474-8878
+deposit
$250.00 mo
Remington 742. 30/06 474-8272
w/4-12x Bushnell Scope 1 OR 2br apts near down$325 00
town Murray starting at
Remington 742, 30/06 S200/mn 753-4109
w/3-9x Leupold Scope,
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
very nice gun $550
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
437-4015
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
SOFT drink machine. 8
Wednesday, Friday
drink selection, coin operPhone 759-4984
ated. Excellent condition
Equal Housing
$500. 519-3368
Opportunity
TDD #1.800-648-6056
STRAW for sale
$2.00 bale
1BR apt available. all ap759-4718 Night
pliances furnished Mur753-4582 Day
Cal Realty. 753-4444

COUNTRY living at its
best 2 bedroom brick with
attached garage located
on 1 3 acres just 4.5 miles
west of Murray city limits.
Corner lot with lots of matures trees House newly
redecorated throughout
Must see to appreciate By
appointment only Call
753-5975

NEW Duplex for sale. 3br.
BERMUDA Hay, horse 2 bath utility room, kitchGoal or cattle qualities en, den. Each side is
competitively priced, also leased for year. Great inorchard grass, can deliver, vestment. Call 753-3966
call Jer at 731-669-7366

CUTE- small country
home 1 bedroom 5290/
month plus security 4742520
-c-Ag

For Interview Call First

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FOR Sale AKC
Registered Beagle
poppies 435-4061
Australian
Sale
FOR
4BR house Lease and de- Shepherd Puppies Tri's &
Blue Merel's $150-5200
posit required 753-4109
•605 Sycamore-Nice 3 Call 435-4503
bedroom. gas. $525.00
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
Washer & Dryer.
•1609 Farmer Duplex.
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
near MSU, 2 bedroom,
Sable & White
$385 00.
1-270-354-8211
Washer & Dryer.
753-0919 or 1-800-589Livestock & Supplies
7956.

3BR w/ central H/A, ceiling
fans, gas log fireplace,
stove, refrigerator, W/D
hookup. outside storage
Covered carport References & deposit No pets
$450 753-1059

TROPICS TOO!SALES & SERVICE
901 COLDWATER ROAD
MURRAY, KY 42071

Position Available.

Homes For Sale

Pets & Supplies

Houses For Rent

1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR Apt S225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118

r

0-0

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

460

320
Apartments For Rent

150

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

VISA

Rooms For Rent
MMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding, tv, a/c, desk/
chair, phone. Plus full
house privileges, BS TV,
w/d, kitchen Cable modem. All you need is your
clothes. Ph 759-3401 after
5.m.
Houses For Rent
283 Bedroom houses to
rent Coleman RE 759
4118
NICE Waterfront House on
Panorama Shores 1.300
sq ft plus 26x23' garage
5395 00 per month 4365229

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
AI,L SIZE uNres
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
.We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

2001 YZ Yamaha 125, real
good bike, very fast, lots o
parts. $3,400.00. 339
4867.

Homes For Sale

485
Sport Utility Vehicles
1991 Jimmy S-15 V6
wheels & Tires. $3,500
OBO. 753-5076.

3 Bedroom Frame House
436-5064
3BR. 1 bath brick home
Large Family room, detached carport. 1204 Mel
rose, shoviin by Appt. 7535892

Used Cars

3BR. 2 bath 2100 sq ft. on
1 acre lot, 5 miles Westnear Golf Course Available Now $98.000
435-4226

1978 LTD, 155,XXX miles.
1994 engine with 34,xxx
miles, white, good
mechanical and tire
condition. $1,100.00.
753-8643.

BY Owner: 2 BR, 1 Bath,
vinyl siding, unfinished
upstairs. Mid 50's. Olive
St Murray. Appointment
only. 436-6260

1997 Toyota Camry LE
114,xxx road miles; one
owner; CD changer power
power; air $6,750. OBO
759-3175; 519-8854.

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
commerical prop. for rent

Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility

COMMERCIAL Building
for rent, 406 South 12th
Street Call 753-3966

*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
'Multiple no money down programs
*No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Pets & Supplies
AKC Yorkie puppies. Females will be small $500.
270-395-8027 after 5pm

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Puckett•Darren 4 Jones •Jacquelyn Katson • Path Butler
753-7407• Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

HONOR A

VETERAN
Today more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform This Veterans Day
honor a veteran sloth a special message in our newspaper.

In Honor of
MGT 1.11. Burkeen
Thank you for the time you,
served our country. We lov,
you and are proud of you.
Your family
In Ilemor:s of
Paul DouglaN Moore
1949 - 1990

Thank you for serving

OW

Country.

Sadly Missed
1
Friends.

Your Family &

$10.00 Per Veteran
\ionic, Picture & 20 Word Message

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.
Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or fill Stephens at 753-1916.
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Your Home Improvement Headquarters

PUBLIC AUCTION
*'01:NG=GOINBON11
r.
4irx:T-To--iuiyi-Aprw-----Tirie]
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, November 16th, At 1200 Noon
rite !Wilsey &Lail MILL' - Maw& KY
hem Marriry, KY Take Nary 121 North 4 Ni.. Te Tlie Stella
Ceemmerfty, Proceed liordi 4 Mei Oa Ivy 299 To The Property...
hurl Mayfield, KY Take Hwy 121 Smith To $teak Proceed North lb
Nary 299 To The Properly_ Or From Mayfield Take Ilackuskurg Rd
-Hwy 464" East To The Kirks*, Cermirealty. The Property is Moat
file Cnassreads Of Hwy 464 & Hwy 299 Signs Posted ft
A Multi—Purpose Facility

% David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

•Brick *All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
liav id Borders
Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

IRliiimusi

Itrallua,_
,
•;

Irr #
• 47
FE

Tract 1 - .567 Acre & Tract 2 -.566 Acre
Each Have 100' Of Frontage Along Hwy 299
Tract 3 - .878 Acre Has 160' 0/ Frontage
Along Hwy 299 And improved With
Former Feed Mill Building With Retail Showroom
Shop Area And Storage..Over 7000 Square Feet!
Tract 4 - .989 Acre Located Behind The Grocery
Property & A Building At A Fine Location
Suitable For Massey Illssmisl I
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of
53,000.00 Per Tract, Balance in 30 Days!

Lamb Brothers Inc.
Du Lamb Bros. Tree Service
C(2701153-2555•MOM 611-6854)
tree Estimates
Tree di Stump Remota!
24 Hr Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED ilk INSURED
Presideat: Luke Lamb

Oftarad
L L Beane Painting
Now scheduling Fall
work
30 years experience
Residential/Commercial
New & Remodeled
Homes
PH (270) 759-1785

HAMILTON

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

• Ttih Decks • liaik Splashes • Shim ers

in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

NIessaige 753-8087
Evesling 753-2041

Call Metal Mall

33411 Si. Rt. 121 N.. ‘Iiirrio. 1%1

All Major Appliances
and Most Mayor Brands

CERAMIC TILE•COr.mr TILE• VINYL'HARDWOOD'CARPET

On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

• kik:Iwo Coontei.• Vireplacc,

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

:I I -909-9064 • 270-247-::• •

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

es

ices Offered

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

In 4 Tracts & Combinations
46
. _.

[G30

Granite - Marble - abrication

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes

530

Al Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
7E.7
, ef3n

WE DO!

Over 34
75
Year
3s-

Visit Our Showroom Today
0
0
0

Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
hull 641-1-112 Wei Sour ol Worry to Tom Trpor Rogd Rigorism mg*
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL •HARDWOOD• CARPET

rn

To Be Sold Separate From The Real Estate
81 IN Bulk Feed Truck • 2-1000 Pound Mix Weigh
Buggies • Corn Cracker - Oats Crimper - Oats Roller •
2- Hammer Mills • 1 Ton - 2 Ton - 3 Ton Feed Mill Mixers
• Molasses Tank - Grain Bins • 2-1300 Bu Upright
Holding Bins • 500 Bu Holding Bin • 400 Bu Holding Bin
• 55' Transport Grain Auger • Ear Corn Crib . Truck
Scale Miscellaneous Feed Mill Accessories

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH _
J
RC

7::::,27!()!JEER& REAL ESTATE'
E. :,,E:
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
-THE SELLING MACHINE

Call For Brochure

RC
j

we w mr.latuesreaSh.corn

="efahlifeEtirelf_ffeEefaiTil,
...
(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVA77ONS!!
SAT. NOV. 16TH AT -MOO A. 0/1.
A Ersurstriv 01 Wk.& M.A. ainitint Jac Kale
"The Backusteurg Community"
Near The G.ases-Colloway Co Line
4.5 Miles West Of Kirksey, Kentucky
From Murray Take Hwy 121 North 9 Miles To County Line -Hwy

1124" Proceed On Hwy 1124 North 27 Miles To Samuel Drive
Proceed East 3110 Mile To Properly From Kirksry Take Hwy
464 West 4 5 Miles To Mt Hebron Church And Samuel Drive
Proceed North On Samuel Drive 110 Mile From Mayfield
Take Hwy 121 South To The Graves Calloway Co Ltne.'Hwy
1124', Proceed On Hwy 1124 North 27 Miles To Samuel Drive
Proceed East 3/10 Mile To Property Or From Mayfield Take
Backusburg Rd "Hwy 464' East To 110 Mile Past The County
Line To Samuel Drive, Proceed North 110 Mile To The
Property Signs Posted if

15.60 ACRES
In 5 Tracts & Combinations

All Tracts Have Great Building Sites!
Tract 1 - 2.686 Acres - Open And Clear
Tract 2 - 2.597 Acres - Front Wooded- Rear Open
Tract 3 - 2.543 Acres - Front Wooded - Rear Open
Tract 4 - 1.871- All Wooded - Corner Lot
Tract 5 - 5.895 Acres - All Wooded - Deep Tract
Between Murray it Mayfield In Calloway County!
15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
$3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!

IPA NIES II- CASH
.71,E AUCTIONEER I REAL ESTATE BROKER I
FANCY FARM,KY- 270-623-8466 ,C
'THE SELLING MACHINE"
h
Call For Brochure - www.jansesrcash.corn

Used Cars

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
-The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953.

Campers

1998 Ford Taurus, White MOTOR Home Tires, used
4-door, one owner, 47.xxx only 15,000 miles.Michelin
miles, 225/70R19.5. 753-0114.
vinI1FAFP52U8WG12691
0. Taking bids 713 South
Services Offered
12th Street. 753-7113.
*2000 Xterra SUV, 4x4, A affordable hauling
25,000 miles, $16,995.00. cleaning out garages, at*2000 Taurus SES, 49,000 tics, gutters, junk, tree
miles, $8.995.00.
work. 436-5141.
096 Pontiac Transport Mini A-1
AFFORDABLE HAULVan, White, Great shape,
ING junk clean up, clean$3,450.00.
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
•91 Le Baron, 4dr. V-6,
work 436-2867.
$995.00.
A-1 Tree Service
•87 S15, Red & White,
Stump Removal.
V-6, Auto. $2,250.00.
492-8737,
•86 S-10, 4 cyl. auto,
437-3044.
$995.00.
Free Estimates
753-1522.
AAA Carpentry.
2001 Red Corvette.
absolutely brand new, Electrical, Remodeling.
All types of building
7,000 miles, Black sport
leather seats, smokeglass Fast efficient. Good workremoveable top, heads up manship, ceramic tile
counter, floor, decks.
display, fully loaded.
35 years experiences.
$46,000 New. $38,900.
435-4632.
436-6400
TOYOTA Avalon. 1999,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
70K, spruce green, cloth Decks, Home
Additions:
seats, keyless entry, pow- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
er everything. Excellent Garages, Pole Barns,
Metcondition.
$13.200. al Buildings, Fencing.
(2707 7170.
Quality Workmanship.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BARRY James'
Electronic Shop.
Most electronics Repaired
Stereos installed
759-2457.
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

1999 Dodge Grand Cara
445,xxx

miles

$15,000

OW.Call 753-7530
'95 Lumina Mini Van. 3.81,
V-8, ABS. dual air, drivers
side air bag, It. blue met.
Runs & drives great.
$3,000 080 759-4802
500

L

Us"Thicilis
1999 Z-71, half ton.
extended Cab. 4x4. loaded, excellent condition
$19,500 00 Negotiable
(270) 354-9037
2001 Ford F-150 super
crew 753-0472 or 7520472
END Of Season Specials
2003 Jet Hopper Bottom
Grain Trailers 30 foot
516.800 00 & 34 toot
517,300 00 Murray International Trucks (270) 7531372 - 800-626-5484

NEED Help Moving?
No lob too small
Please call 354-6473

TOM

patios.
435-4619.
D. G.
Landscaping & Nursery
•Overseeding/ Fertilizer
*Trimming
*Leaf Mulching
'Box blading/ Bushogging
(270)753-2210.

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gailimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
& Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
FALL Lawn Care
Leaf Mulching or Raking.

489-2989
FENCING
MIDWAY FENCE
COMPANY.
*Complete Line
*Free Estimates
*Insured
759-1519.
FIX It UP
We Do It Right
The First Time!
Home Improvements,
General Maintenance,
Landscaping, Decks.
752-0776 Can

VANCE

121:1213:131t CONTRACTING
767-9036

994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting. Pressure Wash
767-9013

ow of Consol of Kentucky's Deane
Atlas Hall, president of the Clan
Hall Society and a direct descendant
of Anthony Hall, led the ceremony,
dressed in a green kilt and jacket,
the traditional colors of the Hall
family.
Anthony Hall, he explained,
probably-never wore a pair of pants
until he left Europe for the New
World
"We dress like this to honor our
ancestors, who wore the tartan,"
Hall said.
A tartan is a wool plaid woven in
colors that are distinctive to certain
families in the Highlands of
Scotland.
Born in Scotland in 1752,

270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel

437-4838 or
270 559-4986
THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
853-1172.
Murray.

FREE kittens, Mother is
Siamese, 6 weeks old
767-0143

tenger &Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

www.murrayledger.com

Anthony Hall immigrated to the
Colonies in 1765 — before there
was an America. He joined the
Continental Army in 1777 and reenlisted in 1778 to fight against his
former countrymen in the American
Revolution. He ended his service as
a prisoner of war aboard a British
ship in Charleston Harbor, off the
coast of South Carolina.
Hall lived in North Carolina
when he first joined the Army, then
moved to Virginia, where he married Ruth Butler when he was 41
years old.
The family moved to Knox
County, Kentucky, in 1806, then to
Floyd County (now Letcher
County) in 1820. Hall's eight children were raised here His grave lies

on what was his farm when he died '
in 1846 at the age of 93.
The ceremony included the
unveiling of a Revolutionary War,
grave marker, a military salute by
members of the Ben Caudill Camp
of Sons of Confederate Veterans,
and a Scottish funeral service by
members of the Clan Hall.
Members of the clan lined up on
either side of the grave while Atlas
Hall held a flag flying the family.
tartan, the spear-tipped pole point- _
ing to the grave. Taped bagpipe
music played as Hall slowly lowered the angle of the flagpole.
Finally, he instructed members to
"pick up a stone, representing yourself' and lay it at the foot of the
grave.

What would that be? Start networking or
considering your real options. Surprises
surround you. Tonight: Celebrate the.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, midweek marker.
Nov. 6, 2002:
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Use your imagination and creativity to ***** Realize more of what you increase your security. You have very want through conversations and explorspecial ideas. Others support your excel- ing your options. You present an unusulent suggestions, especially professional- ally strong opinion. Others easily agree
ly and within your community. Know with your ideas. You express good sense
that you do make a difference. Your where most cannot. Tonight: Stay
influence grows, allowing for the poten- anchored.
tial of a pay raise or promotion. You LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
drive a hard bargain, which enables you ***** Your high energy makes
to lead and also to get more of what you waves. You're- able to make a considerwant. Fall 2003 has a very special quali- able difference if you push your ideas.
ty, socially. If you are single, someone Make calls. Network. Allow others to
will come along who easily could knock know and understand what's on your
your socks off. If you are attached, your mind. Success results from your dynamrelationship will develop a special close- ic efforts. Tonight: Out among fnends.
ness, especially if you share yourself SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
more often. SAGITTARIUS helps you **** Others praise your actions. You'
make money.
choose the next step, and you gain. You
have an opportunity to restructure your
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll financial life, making your life more
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; secure. Willingly spend in order to make .
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
more money. Spontaneity works.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Visitor facilities at Land
Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area will begin their late
fall and winter operation schedules
beginning this month.
The Homeplace and Woodlands
Nature Station will be open
Wednesday - Saturday, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. during November. The
Homeplace, Nature Station, and the
North and South Welcome Stations
will be closed Thanksgiving Day,
and all of December, January, and
February. The Nature Station, however, will offer its winter birding
programs, including the popular
Bald Eagle Tours.
The Golden Pond Planetarium
will operate Wednesday - Sunday,
Nov. 1-24. The Planetarium will
close Nov. 26 - Dec. 2 in preparation for the holiday program. It will
offer the holiday favorite "'Tis the
Season" from Dec. 2-19. After this
holiday program, the Planetarium
will be closed through the end of
February.
The Elk & Bison Prairie remains
open year-round, as does the
Golden Pond Visitor Center (with

the exceptions of Thanksgiving,
Christmas, and New Years Day).
The winter months offer the best
chance of viewing elk, as the colder
and shorter days draw the elk out
later in the morning and earlier in
the afternoon to feed.
While the developed campgrounds at Hillman Ferry, Piney,
and Energy Lake will be closed,
campers will find all six feet-lake
access campgrounds and all back
country areas open throughout the
winter. LBL's special use facilities,
Wranglers Campground and Turkey
Bay OHV Area, as well as the hiking and biking trails, will also
remain open throughout the winter.
Facilities will re-open on March
1, 2003, with a vast array of springtime activities and programs.
Land Between The.: Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, one of the nation's leading
providers of outdoor recreation.
Nature Station birding programs, a
schedule of events, operating hours,
and additional LBL information is
available by calling 1-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.

Attorney decides not to
prosecute man who shot dogs

753-5827.

Starting at S12.500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Horoscopes
LBL announces
late fall, winter
operation schedules

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
AFFORDABLE Mower repair. tillers, go carts, etc. HANDYWORK/ odd sobs
Free pickup, delivery. 436- wanted. No job too small.
Give' us a call. Phone:
2867
436-5759
ALL Carpentry Service
, HAULING
From Foundation to
Cleaning out garages.
Finish.
sheds, carport atics
18Yrs experience
and storage
New Construction*
753-2555
Remodeling* Repairs*
Luke Lamb
Concrete Work
J8J REPAIRS
AGC Certified
From floors to root
435-4272
NEW CASTLE, Ky. (AP) —
No lob too small
Henry
County Attorney Virginia
ALL Carpentry,
436-2452 or 559-6903
Harrod chose not to prosecute an
Electrical.
Leave message if
New Const Home & Moanimal shelter employee videotaped
before 5pm
bile Home repair Termite
destroying
stray dogs by shooting
LEE'S
& Water Damage. Rethem, saying the practice is not illeCARPET
placement Windows Vinyl
gal.
Siding,' Painting, Decks
CLEANING
Kentucky law allows animal
Call Larry Nimmo
*Carpets *Furniture
control
workers to dispose of strays
753-9372. 753-0353
*Emergency water
by shooting them. Harrod said.
removal
ALTERATIONS
"What I keep telling people is to
*Free Estimates
Machine Quilting
talk to their legislators," she said.
Repair
*Wrinkle
Window Treatment
"Once it is illegal, I can prosecute
"Quick Drying
Murray Sewing (.0,1f,
f4,1rIn

LOTS FOR SALE

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592

Descendants remember long-dead highlander

BY SAM ADAMS
The Mountain Eagle
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP) —
Under a clear blue sky, the blue
diagonal cross of Scotland fluttered
in the breeze, bagpipes played the
tune we know as Amazing Grace
and men in kilts and women in
CH1M Chim
Chimney Sweep , skirts paid tribute to .a long-dead
Chimney Cleaning and
grandfather.
chimney caps.
Anthony Hall has been buried at
10% Senior Discount
Deane since 1846, but his descenTracy Manning
dants still spent an hour or so on a
435-4006
recent Saturday holding a memorial
COMPLETE Lawn Care
service for him. They set a stone
Mulching and Leaf
bearing a record of his service to the
Pick-up. 753-6772.
United States on the spot descenCONCRETE fininshing
dants say is his grave, long forgotten
Free estimates
and hidden in weeds near a more
sidewalks, driveways,
modern cemetery nearly in the shad-

Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194

van Sport (red), loaded,

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No lob too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-885

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484.

then."
Henry County Fiscal Court

members halted the practice of
shooting strays in July, after footage
aired on NBC and several Kentucky
stations showing some dogs who
had been shot alive and howling.
Kentucky State Police reviewed
the tape and said it appeared to have
been edited and tampered with,
Harrod said.
Members of People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals sent
Harrod a letter Monday, asking that
she reconsider her decision not to
prosecute the worker or turn the
case over to another prosecutor.

Tonight: Pay bills first.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Keep reaching out. Seek out ***** Your good mood energizes
answers. Your high energy draws others, those around you. Make travel plans with
who pitch in to make an idea a reality. a loved one. Go explonng, even if it is
You revise your thinking as a result of just on your computer. You might feel
others' feedback. You build an even like a cheerleader with a group. You
stronger idea, making success more cer- know how to get things moving. Tonight: •
tain. Tonight: Where the action is.
Others want your companionship.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
Decide who, where and when.
**** Work with associates, knowing CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
what you're driving at. Review details *** What others say might not
be
with a trusted associate who often comes comfortable to hear, but it could be,

through for you. Choose to do nothing important. Someone close to you at work
halfway right now. It is all or nothing. could go on a tirade. It might be you!

You take a hard look at a project.
Tonight: Go for what you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others seek you out. Enjoy
your popularity. As someone reveals
him- or herself, you discover a lot about
this person and what you like and don't
like. Lighten up about a personal relationship. In fact, the more playful you
become, the more fun another is.
Tonight: Join others for dinner or another fun get-together.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

*** Dig into work as if there is no
tomorrow. You know what you want, and
as a result, you will make it happen. A
family member cheers you on and supports you. Understand just how much
influence you have. Spend money on
something you want. Tonight: Put your
feet up.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) •
***** Approach work as you would
approach something you love. You'll
find that you get much more done. What
would it take to do something you love?

Choices made right now draw additional:
wealth and monetary success. Jump on,
an opportunity. Tonight: Go for what you.
want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Adopt a goal-driven attitude.
and you'll succeed. Listen to what someone close to you has to share. This person.
proves to be a fountain of great ideas.:
Together you greet a long-term goal in
the near future. Take a nsk. Tonight:
Celebrate good news.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
**** A financial or career decisio8
gets another's support, though he or he

might need to ask a lot of questions:.
Don't become defensive; rather. share
your logic and ideas. Everyone gains,
through your efforts here. Tonight:
Schedule a massage.
BORN TODAY
Bandmaster and composer John Philip
Sousa (1854), inventor of basketball
James Naismith (1861). actress Sally
Field (1946)

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 66 1 have
decreased hearing and ringing in my
Left ear This is probably due to chronic exposure to loud machinery. I am a
farmer and rarely protect my ears
from loud sounds. But I have to work.
What should I do?
DEAR READER: I am publishing
your letter as an example of the correspondence that really should be
addressed with your primary care
physician. While I am gratified to
receive letters from readers who have
a gripe or a real concern about medical' issues, your condition should be
evaluated by an ear-nose-and-throat
specialist. Request a referral through
your family physician.
While chronic exposure to excessive
noise may, indeed, lead to nerve deafness, you should have confirmatory
testing of your hearing, in hopes that
it can be improved by therapy or by
hearing devices.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent column, you hypothesize that underarm
and pubic hair are simply a fingerprint for human evolution and that
they are probably related to temperature regulation. Here's my theory.
Pubic hair adds friction to intimate
acts, making them more pleasurable;
underarm hair adds scent and musk.
DEAR READER: Look at the enormous deodorant market. I disagree.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Re: Pubic and
underarm hair. Seems reasonable to
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\
me that pubic hair would cut down on
friction caused by two bodies rubbing
together. Imagine not having hair
there to help with motion. Yee-ouch!
Underarm. Same theory. Upper
body activity could cause quite a burn.
DEAR READER: What about
women athletes who shave under
their arms? They have no burn.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've read your
article on pubic and underarm hair
and would like to comment.
Eons ago, when human development was just beginning, our forebears had total body hair, according to
most modern anthropological assessments. This body hair may have protected against temperature extremes,
acted as a source of scent for coupling
and tribal identification and was probably not a social issue.
As humans evolved, body hair
became less vital to survival. For
example, although extremely hairy
men are present today, most males
have limited hair.
Similarly, women who centuries ago
had extensive body hair, have — to an
extent — evolved into relatively hairless creatures. Moreover, most
women shave their legs and underarms. In fact, some females shave
their pubic areas, without significant
health consequences. In all likelihood,
humans will evolve without hair in the
next million years. Hair is a nuisance
(except that scalp hair is still a turnon for most people). fails to add to
modern preservation of the species
and serves no practical function whatsoever.
You will likely receive mail from
people who believe that hirsutism is
God's way and cannot be analyzed or
criticized, from people who stretch
reasonableness to explain the obvious
(hair is present for bonding or friction
or scent analysis) or from people who
state the obvious (hair may have no
other function than to protect us from
temperature changes and minor trauma, such as bug bites).
DEAR READER. You get an A.
Thanks for writing.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: Would it be OK to
ask the parents of our daughter's
fiance exactly what's wrong with
him? We can tell he's "not quite
right."
All our daughter,"Cheryl," knows
is that "Kirk" is learning-delayed"
because she overheard his father discussing it with someone else. Cheryl
has not asked for further details and
is wondering if Kirk's condition can
be passed on to their children.
Our only experience with someone who has a learning disability is
our niece, who has been advised by
her doctor that she can have normal
children. We are wondering if this is
the case with our future son-in-law.
Should we ask? If so, how does
one ask a parent what is wrong with
his or her child without seeming
rude or nosy? Cheryl and Kirk love
each other. It's apparent how happy
they are. However, genetics are an
issue we feel should be discussed.
Cheryl doesn't know how to
bring up the subject, and neither
does her father or I. We're well
aware that hurt feelings could
ensue without the utmost tact. We
need some answers, Abby. Thanks
for any you can offer.
IN THE DARK
IN THE NORTHWEST

son votes for, as long as the turnout
is greater this year than in 1998,
when less than 40 percent of eligible Americans exercised their constitutional right. I would rather see
"my candidate" lose by a whopping
majority and have a record-high
turnout, than win with another
record-low voter turnout.
I'm fairly certain that the candidates who are running for office this
year would agree with me on that
point, even if they can agree on
nothing else.
A PROUD AMERICAN VOTER,
BLOOMFIELD,N.J.

DEAR IN THE DARK: Since
your daughter is engaged to
marry this young man, any
question she might have that
could have an impact on her
marriage is a legitimate one.
Your daughter should speak up
and ask her fiance exactly what
the problem is. If it's possible
that his "learning delay" could
affect their children, a talk with
his family doctor — and possibly
genetic testing — are in order.

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR ABBY: It is common
knowledge that your readers are the
most intelligent, well-informed people in the country. They are probably
more informed than some of the people we have sent to Washington, D.C.
That is the reason for this letter,
Abby. I am asking you to urge your
readers to vote in today's election. I
am not asking you to endorse any
candidate — that wouldn't be fair to
his or her opponent, or to you.
I am just asking you to remind
people to get off their collective rear
ends, go to the polling station, do
their civic duty and vote.
I personally don't care who a per-
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

I USUALLY
LEAVE THE
LAST FEuJ
BITES OF
bLiK.

SHALL
NINE WM
DEEP- FRIED
PIE 7
I KIEVER.
TOUCH THE
CRUST

ISOAIE LETTUCE ALWA\Is
FALLS OUT.
SESAftlE SEEDS ALLOA4S
DROP OFF,.

DEAR PROUD AMERICAN:
You asked for it — you've got
it! Readers, a person who has
the right to vote and doesn't do
it is no better off than a person
who doesn't have that privilege. This is not the time for
any American citizen to say,
"Let someone else do it." The
direction our country takes —
domestically and internationally — is to a great extent
determined by the people who
exercise their right to vote.
So cast your vote — today's
the day!
*1,5

55*

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $6 (U.S.
funds) to: Dear Abby — Keepers Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447.(Postage is included in the price.)

10 years ago
Elected in the General Election
were Bill Clinton and Al Gore as
president and vice president of the
United States. Wendell Ford as U.S.
senator; Tom Barlow as first district
congressman. Jeff Green as state
senator; Freed Curd as state representative; Sally Alexander and Dr.
Richard Crouch as members of
Murray Board of Education; Rick
Murdock, Robert McDaniel and
Garry Evans as members of Calloway County Board of Education.
Murray High Tigers won over
Calloway High Lakers in a football
game at Jack Rose Stadium at Calloway.
20 years ago
Because of "slow sales due to a
weak economy," Fisher-Price Toys
in Murray announced a seasonal adjustment to be effective Nov. 12, affecting 425 to 430 workers, according to Paul Kiesow, plant manager.
Hill's Smokey River Queen,
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Hill
of Murray, won best of breed bluetick and best of show during the
Professional Coonhunters Association National Championship Bench
Show.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Tucker, Oct.
19.
30 years ago
Kathy Lockhart, Donna Jones,
Deborah Jones Bell, Cindi Alexander and David Buckingham, all of
Murray, were among those named
to "Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities" at Murray
State University for 1972-73.
Births reported include a boy to

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Malfeasance in Office
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+72
Vi 105
•7 6 4 3
+A Q 105
EAST
WEST
+Q 4
+ .1 8 5
VQ862
A K93
* Q 10 9
•A J 2
48 7 3 2
4J 9 4
SOUTH
+ A K 10 9 6 3
V7 4
•K 8 5
4K 6
The bidding:
South
East
North
West
2+
2V
Pass
IV
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Let's say you're West, defending
against two spades. You lead the king
of hearts, partner signaling with the
eight, continue with the ace and play
a third heart, which South ruffs.
Declarer cashes the A-K of
trumps and plays four rounds of
clubs, on which he discards two diamonds. Whether or not you ruff the
last club, South winds up making the
contract with an overtrick, losing
only a trump, two hearts and a dia-

mond.
Afterward, you realize that if you
had defended differently, you could
have done quite a bit better. When
partner played the eight of hearts at
trick one — a signal which, in view
of the bidding, obviously denoted
possession of the queen — you could
have led the three of hearts next
rather than the ace.
Had you done so, you would have
been well-rewarded. East would win
with the queen and return a diamond,
enabling you to grab three diamond
tricks and thereby defeat the contract.
The deal illustrates that a
defender must always be ready to
adjust his plays to the situation at
hand. While it is true that a defender
who leads the king from an A-K
combination normally continues
with the ace if he decides to play the
suit again, this is not an invariable
rule.
East's play of the eight in the
present case, after having supported
hearts, should be taken as a guarantee of the queen, and West should
have no compunctions about underleading the ace at trick two in order
to coax a diamond return from East
at trick three.
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Atlas abbr.
Garden intruder
Dartboard site
Polynesian
plant
42 Bede or Ant
44 Plantain lily
47 Enduringly
51 Droning sound
52 Palace
entrance
53 Took to court
54 Did lunch
55 Not up yet
56 Rapier
57 Play on words
38
39
40
41

1 Freshly painted
4 — Pitt
(Cussler hero)
8 Pouches
12 Eggs, to Ovid
13 Soon, to Juliet
14 Free ride
15 Kipling novel
16 With malice
18 Bangs
20 Urban cruiser
21 CD preceder
22 Gave food
23 Caribbean
island
27 Get a load of
29 Lie on the
beach
30 Indira's father
31 Derby st.
32 Review harshly
33 Train
alternative
34 Where Eng. is
35 Dropped the
ball
37 Win at rummy
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 5, the
309th day of 2002. There are 56
days left in the year. This is Election Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 5, 1605, the "Gunpowder Plot" failed as Guy Fawkes was
seized before he could blow up the
English Parliament.
On this date:
In 1912, Woodrow Wilson was
elected president, defeating Progressive Republican Theodore Roosevelt and incumbent Republican
William Howard Taft.
In 1940, President Roosevelt
won an unprecedented third term in
office as he defeated Republican
challenger Wendell L. Willkie.
In 1968, Richard M. Nixon won
the presidency', defeating Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey and
third-party candidate George C.
Wallace.
In 1996. voters returned President Clinton to the White House for
a second term but kept Congress in
Republican control.
Ten years ago: Malice Green, a
black motorist, died after he was
beaten by Detroit police officers
outside a suspected crack house.
(Larry Nevers and Walter Budzyn
were convicted of second-degree
murder, but the convictions were
overturned; Budzyn and Nevers
were later convicted of manslaughter.)
Five years ago: The House overwhelmingly approved a bill calling
for the most far-reaching changes at
the Internal Revenue Service in 45
years.
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1 Food steamers
2 Black-hearted
3 Stuffed corn
husk
4 Morse signals
5 — Ray Hutton
6 Decayed
7 Work clay
8 Miners' troughs
9 Feel bad
4

3

Mr and Mrs. James H. Housden
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Kelso, Oct. 27; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Winters, Oct. 31..
40 years ago
Maurice Christopher, professor
of chemistry at Murray State College and member and past president
of Kiwanis Club of Murray, will be
installed as lieutenant governor of
First District Kiwanis Club Nov. 8
at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
In high school basketball games
Calloway Lakers won over Farmington and College High Colts lost
to South Marshall. High team scorers were Sammy Housden, Calloway, Ainley, Farmington, Bill Koenecke for College High and Trimble
and Warren for South.
50 years ago
In the General Election Dwight
D. Eisenhower and Richard Nixon
were elected as president and vice
president of the United States; John
Sherman Cooper as U.S. senator;
A.B. Austin and Mary Louise Baker
for Murray City School Board;
Eurie Warren and Kirby Jennings
for Calloway County School Board;
J.W. Wilcox as Hazel police judge;
C.D. Scruggs, Erie Dick, C.W. Denham and Cy Miller as Hazel city
councilmen.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dalton, Oct. 25;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.C.
Linn, Oct. 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Riddings, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Gage and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James McClain, Oct. 27.
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22 Lots of laughs
24 Verbal pause
25 Dry, as champagne
26 Razor-billed
birds
27 Distort
28 Fictional
governess
29 Crestfallen
30 Habit wearer
32 Rode a bike
33 Apron part
36 Note before
mt
37 Ruins (2 wds
38 Accident
40 Out of style
41 Fro's
companion
43 Tour — force
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45 Ballet skirt
46 Revival shout
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summer
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T rem()
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U.S. kills Yemen
al-Claida operative
with missile strike

WASHINGTON (AP)— Opening up a visible new front in the war on
terror, U.S. forces launched a pinpoint missile strike in Yemen, killing a
top al-Qaida operative in,his car, a U.S. official said.
The strike, believed to have been conducted by a CIA aircraft, killed
Qaed Salim Sinan al-Harethi, the official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity. U.S. counterterrorism officials say al-Harethi was al-Qaida's
chief operative in Yemen and a suspect in the October 2000 bombing of
the destroyer USS Cole.
Al-Harethi's car was struck by a Hellfire air-to-ground missile. The
CIA launches HeWires from pilotless Predator aircraft. Five other people,
believed low-level al-Qaida operatives, also were killed.
The attack occurred in the northern province of Marib, about 100
miles east of Yemen's capital San'a, where al-Qaida is considered active.
The official Yemeni news agency, local tribesmen and the U.S. official
confirmed the strike killed al-Harethi. Witnesses said they saw an aircraft, possibly a helicopter, in the area. Hellfires can also be launched by
attack helicopters and are used by both the U.S. Army and Marine Corps.
U.S. counterterrorism officials have said al-Harethi, also known as
Abu Ali, was a top target of their efforts. He was a close associate of
Osama bin Laden in Sudan in the early 1990s. Saudi fugitive Bin Laden,
blamed for the Sept. 11 attacks, relocated to Afghanistan in 1996.
Speaking Monday about al-Harethi, Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld told reporters, "It would be a very good thing if he were out of
business." The CIA declined comment on reports of his death.
A Yemeni official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said,
"Authorities have been monitoring this particular car for awhile, and we
believe those men belonged to the al-Qaida terror network."
Yemen, bin Laden's ancestral home, has become a haven for some alQaida operatives fleeing the war in Afghanistan.
In the spring, hundreds of U.S. troops were deployed to Djibouti, the
tiny African nation facing Yemen across the Gulf of Aden, officials said.
The Marine amphibious assault ship USS Nassau recently replaced the
USS Belleau Wood in the waters between the two nations.
Inside Yemen, U.S.-trained Yemeni troops deployed to suspected alQaida hotbeds in August.
In addition to al-Harethi, at least one more Yemeni al-Qaida operative
linked to the Cole attack, Mohammad Hamdi al-Ahdal, is thought to be
in Yemen, U.S. officials say.
Among other targets in Yemen are Shaykh Dabwan and Suwaid,
described as al-Qaida operatives who plan and provide support to terror
operations, and an al-Qaida communications expert known as Miqdad,
said a U.S. defense official, speaking on condition of anonymity.

Iraq, North Korea among
four nations suspected of
covertly possessing smallpox
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
intelligence believes four nations
other than the United States — Iraq,
,North Korea, Russia and France —
probably possess samples of the
smallpox virus, a U.S. official said.
Al-Qaida is also believed to have
sought samples of smallpox for
weaponization, but U.S. officials
don't believe the terror network is
capable of mounting an attack with
smallpox. Evidence recovered in
Afghanistan pointed to Osama bin
Laden's interest in the disease, the
U.S. official said Monday, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
U.S. officials worry that Iraq and
North Korea could develop potent
biological weapons with their samples, and lax security in Russia
could allow other nations to obtain
the deadly disease for use as a
weapon.
The fears that smallpox, declared
eradicated in 1980, could again be
loose on the world have driven the
Bush administration to consider
vaccinations for the American populace and to prepare emergency plans
Should an outbreak be detected.
Smallpox historically has killed
about a third of its victims and can
be transmitted from person to person, unlike other biological
weapons such as anthrax.
Many experts suspected North

Korea had samples of the smallpox
virus. A Russian intelligence report
made public in 1993 accused
Pyongyang of having a smallpox
weapon, though that has not been
publicly corroborated.
A declassified U.S. Defense
Intelligence Agency report from
May 1994 also quotes an unnamed
source saying Russian scientists
gave North Korea smallpox samples.
Before 1998, U.N. weapons
inspectors discovered limited evidence of a smallpox program in
Iraq.
They found a machine labeled
"smallpox" and Iraq is experimenting with a related virus that infects
camels.
Russia acknowledges having
samples of the virus, as does the
United States. But Ken Alibek, a
former top scientist in the Soviet
biological weapons program who
came to the United States in 1992,
claimed the Soviets covertly developed smallpox as a weapon in the
1980s.
The Washington Post, which first
reported the intelligence finding in
its editions today, said France's
samples are believed to be for
defensive research programs aimed
at limiting casualties from a smallpox outbreak.

Fighter pilot
crashed in
Adriatic Sea;
search continuing
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Navy pilot was missing and presumed dead after his F/A-18 hornet crashed in the Adriatic Sea
during a routine training mission
Sunday, officials said.
The pilot was Lt. Cmdr. Robert
Edward Clukey, 33, of Orono,
Maine. Navy officials called off
the search for him Monday. more
than 24 hours after his fighter jet
crashed into the sea.
Clukey was flying off the aircraft carrier USS George
Washington when he crashed
about 85 miles north of Bari, Italy,
in international waters, officials
said. There was no word Monday.,
on a possible cause for the crash;
the Navy was investigating
Planes and helicopters from
the George Washington. as well as::
the USS Normandy and a helicopter based on it, joined in the
search for Clukey and his plane.

Sharon dissolves parliament
By LAURIE COPANS
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM (AP) — In a surprise move, Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon dissolved parliament today
and called new elections for early
February after he failed to rebull,1
his crumbling government.
Sharon's challenger for leadei ship of the Likud party, former
Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu, then announced he
would serve as Sharon's foreign
minister until the election.
The dramatic developments
throw Israel into a turbulent election
campaign at a time when the nation
is facing severe problems — the 2year-old
conflict
with
the
Palestinians, a deepening economic
crisis and the possibility of an Iraqi
attack on Israel in the event of a U.S.
strike against Saddam Hussein.
Sharon said he made the decision
reluctantly, but that he had no choice
because the alternative — succumbing to political blackmail by potential far-right coalition partners and
thereby
hurting
ties
with
Washington — would have been
worse.
"Elections are the last thing this
country needs right now," Sharon
told a hastily called news conference at his office.
He chided his former allies in the
moderate Labor Party and a far-right
party, the National Union-Israel
Beitenu, blaming them for the end
of his 20-month-old government.
Israel has had five prime ministers
in the past seven years.
While there had been expectations that Sharon would be forced
into early elections, the speed of the
announcement took many by surprise. Many believed Sharon would
spend more time trying to lure the
National Union into his coalition.
February elections — the emerging date was Feb. 4 — would leave
an unusually short time for campaigning, and both Sharon and the
main opposition party, Labor, face
leadership primaries this month.
Nabil Abu Rdeneh, an adviser to
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat,
said he hopes Israelis. will choose a
different government."What we are
interested in right now is an Israeli
government which is committed to
the peace process, because the current government has failed in

AP Photo
A SURPRISE MOVE ... Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon addresses a news conference at the
Prime Minister's office in Jerusalem today in which he called for early elections. In a surprise
move, Sharon dispersed parliament and called snap elections, to be held at the beginning of
February, after he failed to restore his parliamentary majority. At left is Cabinet secretary Gideon
Saar, at center security.

achieving peace and stability in the currently more popular.
region," Abu Rdeneh said.
Sharon also had harsh words for
Sharon's broad coalition broke the National Union, saying it had
apart last week, after Labor quit in a come with a long list of demands,
dispute over funding for Jewish set- including that he change the basic
tlements in the West Bank and Gaza, government guidelines and that he
and the prime minister accused his reject outright a new U.S.-backed
former coalition partner of acting peace plan.
irresponsibly. Labor's departure was
"I made it clear that I am not
a "political caprice," Sharon said.
going to change the guidelines, or
Labor leader Binyamin Ben- the commitments that I took upon
Eliezer returned the blame, saying: myself in my talks with the White
"The government fell because you House, and I will not deviate from
(Sharon) have contempt for the the budget," Sharon said.
poor." Ben-Eliezer had demanded
He also said that his transition
that settlement funding be cut by government will fight Palestinian
$145 million, for the benefit of pen- militants without compromise.
sioners, students, and poorer Israelis Sharon's announcement came a day
in provincial towns.
after a Palestinian suicide bomber
Ben-Eliezer and other Labor from the Islamic Jihad faction blew
leaders have suggested that they will himself up in a shopping mall in the
try to focus the coming campaign on
the hobbled economy instead of the
conflict with the Palestinians, an
issue where Likud's harder line is

central town of Kfar Saba, also
killing two Israelis and wounding
11.
An Islamic Jihad spokesman,
Mohammed al-Hindi, said he
believed his group had contributed
to the breakup of the coalition.
"This is another achievement of
the uprising, and this is another failure of the occupation policy against
the Palestinian people," he said.
Under Israeli law, elections will
have to be held on the last Tuesday
before 90 days are up, with the
countdown beginning once the decision to dissolve parliament has been
published in the official Knesset
registry — which is expected to take place in the coming days.
Feb. 4 was widely mentioned as
the election date.
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INCLOSETMAID
of Murray

270-753-9688

Re-Elect DORIS PARHAM
to the Murray City Council
#3 on the Ballot
November 5,2002
• Experienced • Hardworking
•Listens to citizens concerns
• Dedicated • Reliable

Will You Be 65 In 2002 Or
Totally Disabled For
The Entire Year?

Paid for by Doris Parham

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?
O.

Get $500.00 With A Payment
As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.
3600% APR

Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses • New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

WE CAN HELP!!

HEIGHTS FINANCE
CORPORIMON

7 Weeks 17
Lett Tilt
Christmas 4

Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Mandy Reeves• Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray. KV 42071
Located in Dixieland Center •(270)759-0310
heightsfinonce corn 'Helping Families Reach New Heights"
FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit policy

Homestead and Disability Exemption
Can Reduce Your Property Taxes
The homestead exemption is for all homeowners who will be 65 years
of age during the current tax year or anyone totally disabled for the
entire year. The property must be in homeowners name as of Jan. 1,
2002. Applicant must live in the home and claim it as the primary residence. You must apply in person at the PVA office and bring proof of age
or proof of disability. The total exemption allowed is $26,800.

Ronnie Jackson
Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator
Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3482
Advertisement

